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Killing in the name of gau
bhakti not acceptable: Modi

NEARBY

In Sabarmati, PM says non-violence is a way of life in India
Minister urinates in
public, photo goes viral
PATNA

A picture of Union
Agriculture Minister Radha
Mohan Singh urinating in
public with two armed
security personnel standing
guard has gone viral on social
media, with trolls mocking
the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi amid much
fanfare.
NORTH 쑺 PAGE 3
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Yatra brings Hindus,
Muslims together
SRINAGAR

Living up to tradition,
hundreds of local Muslims on
Thursday extended their
services as the irst batch of
pilgrims headed to the
Amarnath shrine despite
heavy rain. Over 10,000
pilgrims have already
reached the base camps.
Around 20,000 local
Muslims have extended
services to pilgrims as tent
operators and pony owners.
NATION

쑺 PAGE 6
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FRIDAY REVIEW 쑺 12 PAGES
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Rawat in Sikkim as China
demands troop withdrawal
Beijing cites 1962 war on Army chief ’s comments of readiness for battle

Mahesh Langa
AHMEDABAD

From Mahatma Gandhi’s
Sabarmati Ashram, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Thursday warned cow vigilantes, stressing that no person in the country has the
right to take the law into his
or her hands.
“Killing people in the
name of gau bhakti is not acceptable. This is not something Mahatma Gandhi
would have approved of,”
Mr. Modi said, breaking his
silence over a spate of
killings targeting Dalits and
minorities engaged in the
cattle trade.

Atul Aneja
Josy Joseph
BEIJING/NEW DELHI

Touching base: Prime Minister Narendra Modi paying loral
tributes to the Gandhi statue at Sabarmati Ashram. VIJAY SONEJI
*

Mob kills man in Jharkhand
Press Trust of India

‘Land of non-violence’
“We are a land of non-violence. We are the land of Mahatma Gandhi. Why do we
forget that?” the Prime Minister asked, even as the
series of violent incidents
triggered
nationwide
protests by civil society
groups on Wednesday.
According to Mr. Modi,
killing a person can never be
gau raksha because non-violence is a way of life in India.
Delivering a speech to
mark the centenary of the
Sabarmati ashram, Mr. Modi
said unleashing violence
against others went against
the ideals of the Father of
the Nation and other freedom fighters who fought a
non-violent battle to win the
freedom.
“Today, I want to express
my sadness and my pain,

Ramgarh (JHARKHAND)

A man was beaten to death
by a mob here on Thursday
on suspicion that he was
carrying beef in his vehicle.
SP Kishore Kaushal said
30 people surrounded the
van bearing a West Bengal
number plate in the Bazaar

Tand area. They dragged out
the driver, Mohd.
Allimuddin, a resident of
Hazaribagh district, and
thrashed him, injuring him
seriously.
The police took Mr.
Allimuddin to a hospital,
where he was declared
“brought dead.”
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when I am here at the
Sabarmati ashram,” he said.
“This is a country which has
the tradition of giving food
to ants, street dogs, fish, the
country where Mahatma
Gandhi taught us lessons of
non-violence. What has
happened to us,” Mr. Modi
asked.
“Let’s work together and
create the India of Mahatma
Gandhi’s dreams. Let’s create an India our freedom

fighters would be proud of,”
he said, adding, “Violence
will never solve any problem
and as a society, there is no
place for violence.”
Invoking
Mahatma
Gandhi, the Prime Minister
said, “No one spoke about
protecting cows more than
Mahatma
Gandhi
and
Acharya Vinoba Bhave.”
(With inputs from PTI)
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
MINORITIES ARE NOT INSECURE,
SAYS NAQVI 쑺 PAGE 10

Army chief General Bipin
Rawat reached Sikkim on
Thursday to review the standoff between Indian and
Chinese troops along the
border even as Chinese authorities alluded to India’s
defeat in the 1962 war while
asking New Delhi to withdraw forces.
Army sources said that
during his two-day visit,
Gen. Rawat would review
the situation at the tri-junction between India, Bhutan
and China, where military
units of India and China are
believed to be in a standoff.
The Army chief visited areas
under the 17 Mountain Division, tasked with guarding
the China-India border in the
Sikkim sector.
Weather permitting, Gen.
Rawat could visit some forward areas, sources said.

Special Correspondent
New Delhi

IndiGo, India’s biggest low
cost airline, evinced interest
in buying a strategic stake in
Air India on Thursday, a day
after the Union government
cleared the decks for strategic disinvestment in the
national carrier.

Iraqi PM declares ‘end of IS’

Aditya Birla Group completes ₹16,189 crore acquisition

Reuters

Piyush Pandey
MUMBAI

Fifteen months after announcing the acquisition of 21.2
million tonnes per annum
(mtpa) of cement capacity
from Jaiprakash Associates,
the Aditya Birla Group’s UltraTech Cement on Thursday
completed the ₹16,189 crore
acquisition, making UltraT-

ech the fourth largest private
cement company in the
world and the biggest in India with capacity of 93 mtpa.
Aditya Birla Group chairman Kumar Mangalam Birla
told The Hindu: “This deal
primarily gives us complete
geographical coverage, like in
eastern UP and coastal
Andhra. We didn’t have a

presence there. In some
States, we were there but not
strong enough, like in Uttarakhand and Himachal.
The whole focus is now on
consolidation and getting returns out of this asset. We
will invest ₹500-₹700 crore
over the next two years.”
INTERVIEW 쑺 PAGE 14

The Islamic State’s “state of
falsehood” has come to an
end, Iraqi PM Haider alAbadi said on Thursday,
after his troops captured
the
wrecked
historic
mosque of Mosul from
where Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared himself “Caliph” three years ago.
“The return of the al-

for a “meaningful dialogue”
with New Delhi. It also alluded to India’s defeat in the
1962 war, as part of escalating “mind games.”
In remarks at the monthly
defence ministry briefing in
Beijing, PLA spokesman Wu
Qian cited the 1962 war, in
response to remarks by Gen.

TUG OF WAR OVER DOKLAM
PLATEAU 쑺 PAGE 11

IndiGo ofers to buy AI overseas operations

In 2 years, UltraTech to invest ₹500-₹700 cr.

MOSUL

Following the tensions,
Chinese authorities have
closed the Nathu La pass to
Kailash Mansarovar pilgrims,
forcing them to return.
China on Thursday served
notice on India to withdraw
its forces, which had allegedly “trespassed” into its
territory, as a precondition

Rawat. Asked to comment
on his assertion that India
was ready to take on a twofront war with China and
Pakistan, while simultaneously tackling internal security issues, Col. Wu said:
“Such rhetoric is extremely
irresponsible. We hope (the)
particular person in the Indian Army could learn from
historical lessons and stop
such clamouring for war.”
When asked about the
China-Bhutan boundary dispute in the Doklam (referred
to as Donglang in China)
area, as a factor in the standoff, Col. Wu denied that PLA
soldiers were operating in
Bhutan.
“I have to correct you
when you say that Chinese
troops entered Bhutan territory,” he said.
(With inputs from PTI)

Nuri Mosque and the alHadba minaret to the fold
of the nation marks the end
of the Daesh state of falsehood,” he said in a statement, referring to the ultrahardline Sunni group by an
Arabic acronym.
He said Iraqi forces
would continue to hunt the
Islamic State’s fighters.

In a letter written on Wednesday to Civil Aviation Minister Ashok Gajapathi Raju,
IndiGo president and wholetime director Aditya Ghosh
expressed interest in buying
Air India’s international operations and its international
low-cost airline Air India Express as a priority.

“As the Indian government embarks on the journey of privatising Air India
and given IndiGo’s track record of having created a consistently profitable airline
with a strong balance sheet,
kindly treat this letter as our
expression of interest in acquiring the international air-

line operations of Air India
and (its low cost international airline) Air India Express,” Mr. Ghosh said in his
letter.
No other private airline “is
better placed” to lead Air India, Mr. Ghosh said.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10

Congress to boycott GST rollout
Special Correspondent
New Delhi

The Congress said on
Thursday that it will boycott
the government’s special
midnight June 30 function
to launch the Goods and Ser-

vices Tax, dubbing it the
“grand
self-promoting
tamasha.”
The Left Parties, too, said
they would skip the programme. The Trinamool
Congress had made a similar

announcement on Wednesday.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will be the chief
speaker at the launch
function.
DETAILS ON 쑺 PAGE 11

CALIPHATE CRUMBLES 쑺 PAGE 12
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Horn? Not OK please!
In Maharashtra, adding to noise
pollution on road will soon cost ₹2000
Sonam Saigal
Mumbai

On Thursday, the Bombay
High Court was hearing a
bunch of petitions related
to the effective
implementation of the
Noise Pollution Rules,
2000. The Bench asked the
government what it had
been doing on this front.
In response, Advocate
General A.A. Kumbhakoni
submitted an affidavit filed
by the Deputy Secretary of
the State’s Home
department, saying that on
April 6 this year,
Maharashtra’s Legislative
Assembly had enacted the
Maharashtra Transport and
Roads Safety Act, 2017,
which, among other issues,
tackled the noise pollution
problem.
Section 20 of the Act
says that a driver shall not
use the horn needlessly or
continuously or more than
necessary to ensure safety,
or use the horn in silence
zones. It also disallows the
use of any multitone horn
‘giving a harsh, shrill, loud
or alarming noise.’ The Act
goes beyond horns: it also
bans vehicle creating
undue noise when in
CM
YK

motion, the use of mufflers
causing ‘alarming’ noise,
and the use of cut-outs by
which exhaust gases are
released other than
through the silencer, (The
Act does not specify, thus
far, how terms like hard,
shrill, undue or alarming
would be defined, or what
volume of sound would be
considered loud.)
Contravening any of
these provisions, says
Section 23, will attract a
₹2000 penalty. The
Regional Transport Office
has already issued
directions not to register a
vehicle with silencers that
make noise beyond
permissible limits or with
multi-toned horns.
The Maharashtra
Pollution Control Board
(MPCB) has installed realtime continuous noise
monitoring stations at 10
locations in Mumbai and
the data is displayed at five
locations and on MPCB’s
and Central Pollution
Control Board’s websites.
The MPCB will be noisemapping 27 cities in the
state, in coordination with
the civic bodies. The Act is
not law yet.
M ND-ND
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Minister urinates in public, photo goes viral

IN BRIEF

DELHI

Timings

Friday, June 30

Trolls mock the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi amid much fanfare in 2014

Saturday, July 01

Amarnath Tewary
Patna

Gangster’s kin for postmortem by AIIMS board
JAIPUR

The family of slain gangster
Anandpal Singh on Thursday
moved Churu district court
seeking directions for a fresh
post-mortem at AIIMS in
Delhi. The move came after
the deadline for accepting
the body by the family ended
in the morning. PTI

Delhi-based NGO to help
Arunachal build toilets
ITANAGAR

Arunachal Pradesh has
collaborated with a Delhibased NGO for construction
of toilets at Hong village in
Ziro. State PHE Minister
Bamang Felix on Thursday
visited Sulabh International in
Delhi in this connection,
officials said. PTI

RISE 05:27 SET 19:23
RISE 11:45 SET 00:00

A picture of Union Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan
Singh urinating in public
with two armed security personnel standing guard has
gone viral on social media,
with trolls mocking the
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi amid much
fanfare.
Mr. Singh is a four-time
MP from Motihari in East
Champaran district of Bihar.

Lalu tweets
The date or place of the incident is unknown. But informed sources said the location could be Motihari,
where Mr. Singh had gone recently to attend some functions for Id-ul-Fitr. The minister could not be contacted
for a response.

No, Minister: A photo of Union Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan Singh (right) urinating in
public. The date or place is unknown. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

The picture, meanwhile,
has gone viral on social media, with many poking fun at
the government’s much publicised
Swachh
Bharat
Abhiyan.
“Kadi suraksha ke beech
kendriya
krishi
mantri

sukhad prabhavit chetra mein
sichai yojna ki suruwat karte
hue. Unhone Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan ko bhi gati di [Amid
tight security Union Agriculture Minister kicking off irrigation programme in a
drought affected area…he

also given momentum to
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan]”
tweeted Rashtriya Janata Dal
chief Lalu Prasad.
The tweet was later retweeted by the party. Mr.
Prasad’s younger son and
Deputy CM Tejaswi Yadav,

too, posted the controversial
picture, asking people to
“search red beacon in the
photo.”
A car fitted with a red
beacon is also partially seen
in one of the many pictures
gone viral on social media.
The RJD’s ruling alliance
partner in Bihar, the Janata
Dal (U), too, raised questions
over the controversial picture. “The Minister is exposing the hollowness of the
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
launched by the PM from the
ramparts of the Red Fort,”
said party secretary-general
and chief national spokesperson K.C. Tyagi.
Several people on Twitter
mocked at the picture of the
Union Minister, asking if this
was the “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan the PM was talking
about and appealing to the
nation to follow”.

The Minister’s relatives in
Motihari, however, were critical of the media for showing
such a picture.
“Urination is a natural biological urge of a human being, so why are such things
highlighted to create a controversy? Are urinals available everywhere?” his sonin-law Sujit Kumar Singh said
in Motihari.

RISE 05:27 SET 19:23
RISE 12:39 SET 00:14
Sunday, July 02

RISE 05:28 SET 19:23
RISE 13:33 SET 00:49

BJP slams media
East Champaran district BJP
leader Lal Babu Prasad criticised the media, wondering
if “such things should be
shown.”
Mr. Singh was recently ridiculed for attending a threeday yoga event of Baba Ramdev while a protest was going
on against the death of five
farmers in police firing in
Mandsaur district of Madhya
Pradesh.

UP Minister fumbles
over full form of GST
Incident took place two days after CM held a workshop
Press Trust of India
Lucknow

“The full form of GST is...,”
fumbled an Uttar Pradesh
Minister, as he struggled for
the right answer less than 48
hours before the rollout of
the Goods and Services Tax
(GST).
State Social Welfare,
Scheduled Castes and Tribal
Affairs Minister Ramapati
Shastri was caught on the
wrong foot on Thursday
when journalists asked him
to expand the abbreviation
while he was interacting
with local businessmen at
Maharajganj to apprise them
of the benefits of the new
tax regime.

Minister prompted
Though someone from the
background tried to prompt
the Minister, he failed to
make use of the clue. Realising his goof-up, the Minister hastened to add that he
knew the full form but was

Experts for
steps to limit
availability
of tobacco

not able to recollect it
instantly.
“I know the full form. I
am going through all the relevant documents to gather
more knowledge about
GST,” said Mr. Shastri, who
is the Minister in-charge of
Maharajganj district.

Adityanath directive
The incident took place
barely two days after Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
held a workshop for his Cabinet colleagues to explain
the nitty-gritty of GST, which
is all set to be rolled out on
July 1.
Mr. Adityanath had on
June 14 asked his Ministers
to explain the benefits of
GST to people who were
feeling confused ahead of
the new tax regime. He had
also asked his Ministers and
senior officials to conduct
symposia on GST. The State
Information Department has
also been asked to spread

more awareness about the
new tax regime.
The State GST Bill was
tabled in an especially-convened session of the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly on May
15. After its passage, a workshop was held to apprise all
legislators of the salient features of the proposed legislation on GST.
State Minister Suresh Kumar Khanna said, “After the
new tax regime is implemented, the revenue of the
State is likely to increase.”
Uttar Pradesh, as a ‘consumer State’, is projected to
be a net tax gainer under the
new tax regime as GST is a
destination-based taxation
system as against manufacturing source based. The
State also witnessed its tax
kitty burgeon under the
Value Added Tax (VAT) regime. VAT was implemented
in the State on January 1,
2008, during the Mayawati
government.

0
DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to
verify and make appropriate enquiries to
satisfy themselves about the veracity of
an advertisement before responding to
any published in this newspaper. Kasturi
& Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of
this newspaper, does not vouch for the
authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s
products and/or services. In no event can
the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/
company be held responsible/liable in
any manner whatsoever for any claims
and/or damages for advertisements in
this newspaper.

OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE
DEATH

Special Correspondent
Jaipur

After the release of the results of the Global Adult Tobacco Survey-2 (GATS-2),
experts in Rajasthan have
urged the State government to take steps to limit
availability of tobacco
products to save public
health.
Rajasthan has taken the
lead in higher taxation on
tobacco products and
pictorial warnings on cigarette packets and other tobacco items in order to discourage consumption. The
State has registered a significant decline in the number of tobacco users, while
gutka consumption has
nearly stopped.
The second edition of
GATS, conducted between
August 2016 and February
2017, revealed that tobacco
use across the country decreased by 6% from 34.6%
in 2009-10 to 28.6% in
2016-17. However, 19% of
men and 2% of women currently smoke tobacco.
GATS, a global standard
for systematically monitoring adult tobacco use, was
conducted by the Union
Health and Family Welfare
Ministry with technical assistance from WHO and
Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention.

Negative ads
Medical
expert
and
Asthma Bhawan director
Virendra Singh said here
on Thursday that the results had proven that negative advertisements leave an
impact on people’s mind
just like pleasant ones.
“The government should
expand pictorial warning
to 100% from the current
85% of the packets.”
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Try to resolve privilege
issue, says Karnataka HC

IN BRIEF

Kerala Lok Ayukta begins
probe against DGP Thomas
Graft alleged in procurement of dredging equipment

Settle controversy over Assembly action against editors to help the system: court

Finance
Minister
who
ordered that the “Chief Minister may decide.” The Chief
Minister forwarded the file
to the Director General of
Prosecution for legal opinion.

Special Correspondent

10-year jail for four in
Owaisi attack case

Special Correspondent

HYDERABAD

The Karnataka High Court
on Thursday suggested to
counsel representing the Assembly Speaker and Chairman of the Privileges Committee, that in the “interest
of the system,” they should
try to “resolve” the controversy that has followed the
resolution imposing a oneyear prison sentence and
₹10,000 fine on two editors
for “breach of privilege.”
Justice Ashok B. Hinchigeri made the suggestion to
Additional Advocate-General
A.S. Ponnanna, who represented the Speaker and the
Chairman, during the hearing on petitions filed by Ravi
Belagere, editor of Hi Bangalore and Anil Raj, editor
and publisher of Yelahanka
Voice.
They had questioned the

The seventh additional
metropolitan sessions judge,
Nampally, on Thursday
convicted four accused in the
attack on MLA Akbaruddin
Owaisi (in picture) in 2011
and sentenced them to 10
years imprisonment. On April
30, 2011, Mr. Owaisi was in
Barkhas to take part in a rally
when he was attacked.

Two boys drink acid
mistaking it for water
YADADRI

Two children in a private
school fell ill after they
consumed acid, mistaking it
for water, on Thursday in
Mothkur here. While Sagar, 8,
was taken to a hospital in
Hyderabad, his younger
brother Manikanta is out of
danger.

The Karnataka High Court

consider the decision if both
editors appeared before it.
When the court asked
whether the Speaker had residuary powers and whether
a precedent existed for the
Speaker to keep in abeyance
a resolution till it was re-examined in the House, Mr.
Ponnanna said Rule 363 of
the Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business in the
Karnataka Assembly gave
“residuary power” to the
Speaker.

legality of the Assembly’s
resolution. “Is there some
way the matter can be resolved? Find out whether the
issue can be given a quietus.
Not only senior politicians,
even statesmen can try to
sort out the situation,” the
court observed.
It also asked whether the
committee was willing to re-

Adjourned till Friday
As the AAG sought time to
discuss the court’s suggestion with the Speaker and
the Chairman, the court adjourned the hearing till
Friday.
Shankarappa, counsel for
the petitioner-editors, requested the court to issue a
direction not to arrest the

Bengaluru

Police yet to give clean chit to Dileep
Say actor and his friend will be interrogated once again

petitioners for now, to which
the court observed that it
had confidence in the AAG
and that they would not
“precipitate” the matter.
Earlier, Mr. Shankarappa
said the authorities were intentionally not giving certified copies of the resolution
and the Privileges Committee recommendation on imprisonment, despite personally submitting applications.
On the court’s intervention,
the AAG said certified copies
would be given.
Though it was claimed on
behalf of Mr. Belagere that
notices were not personally
served on him to participate
in the Committee’s proceedings, the AAG said he had
failed to reply or appear before the panel despite being
served notice several times,
except for sending a letter
through a representative.

Thiruvananthapuram

The Kerala Lok Ayukta on
Friday opened an investigation against Director General of Police (DGP) Jacob
Thomas on the suspicion of
corruption and maladministration in the procurement
of costly dredging equipment when he was Director
of Ports during 2011-12.
Lok Ayukta Pius C. Kuriakose and Upa Lok Ayukta
K.P. Balachandran initiated
the probe after they considered an inspection report
that delved into several allegations
against
Mr.
Thomas. The court deemed
that “perhaps, the most important material” that came
before it was the confidential report on the dredger
purchase filed by K.M. Abraham, Additional Chief Secretary, Finance.
Mr. Abraham’s report ac-

Jacob Thomas

cused Mr. Thomas of conspiracy, corruption and rigging bid to allegedly accord
pecuniary gain to the
dredger supplier.
The Lok Ayukta found
that the Chief Secretary had
recommended a police inquiry against Mr. Thomas on
the basis of Mr. Abraham’s
findings. The Chief Secretary forwarded the file to the

Government stand
It also noted that the government “seems to have not
taken any action (against Mr.
Thomas) despite strong recommendations by the Additional Chief Secretary, Finance, the opinion of the
Chief Secretary and the
hope expressed by the High
Court through its judgment.” The judges also spotlighted Mr. Thomas’s reply
to a show-cause notice issued to him as part of a disciplinary proceeding as evidence in a file they
considered.
The court will hear the
case again on August 1.
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A tame Ranga emerges from kraal after 6 months
Feared as a crop-raider in the past, the tusker will be trained to help capture troublesome elephants

Staff Reporter
KOCHI

A day after subjecting actor
Dileep and his film-maker
friend Nadirshah to marathon interrogation, the Kerala police still appear undecided whether to register a
First Information Report on
the alleged blackmailing bid
against Mr. Dileep or not.
They said the actor and
his friend would be interrogated once again, if required,
and the police were yet to
give them a clean chit.

AMMA’s stance
Asked about the Association
of Malayalam Movie Artists’
(AMMA) stance on the public
statement issued by some of
its members, including Mr.
Dileep, putting a woman

Staff Reporter
Bengaluru

Actors Mammootty, Innocent and Mohanlal at the AMMA
meeting in Kochi on Thursday. THULASI KAKKAT
*

actor who was abducted and
harassed in the shadow of
doubt, the association’s
president Innocent said he
did not come across any
such statement. AMMA’s
general secretary Mammootty and vice-president
Mohanlal, who were on the
dais during the general body

meeting, chose to remain silent on the issue.
Meanwhile, Mr. Dileep
said he wanted the truth behind the abduction and harassment of the woman actor
to be exposed. He said both
[he and the woman actor]
were members of AMMA
and were suffering.

EDUCATIONAL

Six months after being
hemmed into a kraal, Ranga
is a pale shadow of his
former self as he emerges
from the enclosure at the
Bannerghatta National Park.
The 40-year-old tusker
had struck fear among
villagers around Savandurga
forests, but now he will take
on the duty of helping to
capture other ‘rogue
elephants.’
At dawn on Thursday,
Ranga, whom angry villagers
had nicknamed ‘Rowdy’ at
one time, waited for
commands from mahouts. A
platoon of mahouts and
trainers surrounded the

Mellowed down: The elephant was conined to the enclosure at
the Bannerghatta National Park. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

animal which was kraalbound for 184 days after
being captured in the
Bhanatarakuppe forest near
Magadi. “He is very calm
and cool now. The training

EDUCATIONAL

outdoors may take up to two
months. He is responding
well to commands,” said
Javeed Mumtaz, Deputy
Conservator of Forests,
Bannerghatta National Park.

EDUCATIONAL

Mahouts at the park said
the taming process had not
been easy, and the elephant
had damaged previous
kraals. Further training will
help use the tusker in the
capture of other elephants,
or for patrolling forests.
In December, 70 forest
personnel looked for Ranga,
in the wake of crop-raiding
incidents that created
pressure for his capture. The
elephant had first made
news in 2006 after killing a
farmer, and since then, its
herd of 11 became symbols
of man-animal conflict.
Airavata, another tusker
from the herd was also
captured, and is still in a
kraal. However, Ranga’s

capture led to an online
campaign demanding his
release.

Spirit broken
Rakshith Gowda, a medical
student who spearheaded it,
said the elephant’s walk on
Thursday showed that the
“spirit of the wild animal”
had been broken. It was now
domesticated, and could not
survive in the wild.
“When we visited him, it
was clear that he was not
adjusting well to
confinement,” he said. With
release ruled out, the
campaign is focussing on
shifting the tusker to a camp
with natural forests in the
Western Ghats.

EDUCATIONAL

EDUCATIONAL

EDUCATIONAL

LEGAL NOTICE

RENTAL

PUBLIC
ANNOUNCEMENT
GOPALAPURAM BOYS’ High School Alumni Meet on 1st July 2017. Old Students
please
contact:
+91−
9840009720 / +91−9884075783.
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Weather Watch

IN BRIEF

Yatra brings Hindus, Muslims together

Rainfall, temperature & air quality in select metros yesterday

More than 20,000 local Muslims are extending various services to Amarnath pilgrims
Peerzada Ashiq
Srinagar

Mulayam ‘angry’ with
me, says Akhilesh

Living up to tradition, hundreds of local Muslims on
Thursday extended their services as the first batch of pilgrims headed to the Amarnath shrine despite heavy
rain.

ETAWAH

Samajwadi Party’s national
president Akhilesh Yadav on
Thursday admitted that his
father and SP patron
Mulayam Singh is “angry”
with him, and hence did not
turn up here for the birthday
of his uncle Ramgopal Yadav,
who turned 71 on Thursday.
Mulayam’s brother Shivpal
Yadav also did not attend the
event. PTI

Arrest warrant against
woman MLA in MP
SHIVPURI

A court here has issued an
arrest warrant against
Congress MLA Shakuntala
Khatik for allegedly inciting
protesters to burn down a
local police station during the
farmers’ agitation in Madhya
Pradesh. PTI

Family of 4 electrocuted
in Jharkhand
MEDININAGAR

A family of four was
electrocuted when a high
tension wire fell on their
vehicle in Palamau district on
Thursday, the police said.
The incident occurred when
the live wire fell on a twowheeler carrying a couple
along with their two minor
children near Phatriya village,
they said. PTI

Farmer commits suicide
in Bharatpur
JAIPUR

A debt-ridden farmer
allegedly committed suicide
by hanging himself from a
tree in Bharatpur district of
Rajasthan, the police said on
Thursday. Thirty-eight-yearold Tuhiram hanged himself
from a tree in his farm in
Sogar village under Kumher
police station on Wednesday.
PTI

6,097 pay obeisance
A Shri Amarnath Shrine
Board (SASB) official said
4,853 yatri trekked from the
43-km Pahalgam route in
south Kashmir and 6,435
took the 14-km Baltal route.
“At the close of the first day,
6,097 pilgrims had paid
obeisance,” said the official.
More than 10,000 pilgrims have already reached
the base camps and unfurled
the Tricolour.
Governor N. N. Vohra,
also the chairman of the
SASB, paid obeisance at the
sanctum sanctorum. He
called for “effective supervision and round-the-clock

Arduous trek: The irst batch of pilgrims on their way to the
Amarnath cave shrine near Pishu Top, some 127 km southeast
of Srinagar, on Thursday. NISSAR AHMAD
*

monitoring” of the yatra.

Heavy downpour
The pilgrims, chanting slogans, took the arduous route
despite a heavy downpour.
Chopper service in Pahalgam was halted due to the
inclement weather.
The meteorological de-

Odisha moots irst night safari
Authorities are eyeing 1,000 hectares of forest land
Satyasundar Barik
BHUBANESWAR

Intending to make the best
use of large forest stretches
available on the edge of
Bhubaneswar, the Odisha
government has mooted setting up the State’s first night
safari.

Nascent stage
Though the night safari plan
is at a very nascent stage, the
authorities are eyeing 1,000
hectares of forest land (more
than 10 sq km) comprising
4.37 sq km forest of the
Nandankanan sanctuary and
close to 6 sq km area of the
Chudanga reserve forest that
comes under the Chandaka
sanctuary limits.
“The concept was mooted
at a high level meeting recently. A few more rounds of

discussions are likely before
we go for a detail project report for the safari,” said Sisir
Kumar Acharya, director of
the Nandankanan Biological
Park (NBP).

Critical issue
A critical issue that may
come in the way of the ambitious plan is a national highway diversion route that divides Nandankanan and
Chudanga forest. However,
officials are confident that a
couple of good underpass
along the road can address
the problem.
Forest Rights Act
In the Chudanga forest, the
rights of 70 families have
been settled under the
Forest Rights Act. If the
night safari plan is pursued,

PUBLIC NOTICES

SITUATIONS
VACANT
GENERAL

partment has forecast light
to moderate rain in the Valley over the next 48 hours.
Meanwhile, multi-tier security arrangements are in
place as 40,000 additional
troops will be manning the
routes in the wake of growing militant violence in Kashmir. Around 3,000 person-

SITUATIONS
VACANT

the forest department would
seek rehabilitation of these
forest dwellers.

nel will secure the national
highway to keep militants at
bay.
Vehicles carrying pilgrims
from Jammu to the Kashmir
valley are being tracked all
along the 300-km national
highway. They have been advised to ply only during daytime and a cut-off time has
been set for entering volatile
pockets in the Kashmir
Valley.
Around 20,000 local
Muslims have extended services to pilgrims as tent operators, pony owners and
palanquin drivers as is the
tradition.

Prices slashed
“Around 8,000 tent operators are offering services to
the pilgrims. Due to the inclement weather, we asked
the service providers to slash
prices on food items. This
has been done to send
across a message that Kashmiris are not communal,”

Two die, 14 injured
The police said a pilgrim,
identified as Krippa Kotwal,
a resident of Afgan Mohallah
Jammu, died after he was hit
by a stone on the Baltal
route. Officials said an Assistant Sub-Inspector of the
Indo-Tibetan Border Police
Sanjun Singh of the 42 Batallion, suffered a massive
heart attack on the Baltal
track and died.
Meanwhile, 14 pilgrims
were injured in Jammu’s
Lakhapur area when their
bus met with an accident.

Probe punishment of
Home Guards: OHRC
Penalised for ‘dereliction of duty’
Staff Reporter
BHUBANESWAR

Huge potential
“If the plan comes through,
the night safari has a huge
potential due to its locational advantage. It is situated in the middle of
Bhubaneswar and Cuttack
urban centres,” said Mr.
Acharya.
While the Nandankanan
zoo is ranked among the top
three zoos in the country,
the forest surrounding the
zoo has good wildlife presence.
Wild boar, spotted deer
and barking deer have been
spotted in the forest. Besides, elephant movements
have documented in the
forest.

Mushtaq Magray, president
of the Pahalgam Travel Tour
and Tent Operators Union,
said.
He said a deliberate campaign was being run to malign the locals' image and
project the yatra as unsafe.
“The number of pilgrims
and local participation is
proving those forces wrong,”
said Mr. Magray.

The Odisha Human Rights
Commission has ordered an
inquiry into an incident in
which four Home Guards,
including a woman, were
made to kneel down for alleged dereliction of duty.

‘Instilling discipline’
Ashok Kumar Sethi, Reserve
Inspector of Baripada in
Mayurbhanj district, had
made four Home Guards
kneel down in front of his
office as punishment for not
wearing their uniform properly. Mr. Sethi said it was
needed for instilling discipline in Home Guards.
After visuals of the punishment went viral, Upen-

dra Mohapatra, president of
the State Home Guards’ Association, and human rights
activists Prabir Kumar Das,
Biswapriya Kanungo, Bijay
Kumar Panda and Pradipta
Kumar Nayak, filed separate
petitions on Thursday.
Clubbing all four petitions, OHRC acting chairperson Justice B. K. Mishra directed the Director General
of Police of Fire Service,
Home Guards & Civil Defence and the Mayurbhanj
Superintendent of Police to
probe the matter and submit their reports to the commission in four weeks.
“The order to kneel down
has violated the rights of the
Home Guards to life with
dignity,” said Mr. Kanungo.

Temperature Data: IMD, Pollution Data: CPCB, Map: Skymet (Taken at 18.00 Hrs)

Forecast for Friday: Heavy to very heavy rain likely at isolated
places over east Uttar Pradesh, Saurashtra & Kutch, Chhattisgarh, Assam, Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Delhi,
west Uttar Pradesh, east Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, sub-Himalayan West Bengal, Sikkim, Odisha, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Gujarat, central Maharashtra,
coastal Andhra Pradesh, coastal Karnataka and Kerala
city
rain max
min
Agartala...............0.2.... 34.4.... 26.8
Ahmedabad...........12.... 33.0.... 26.5
Aizawl ..................13.... 28.7.... 14.0
Allahabad ............0.4.... 39.8.... 28.6
Bengaluru .............. —.... 29.0.... 20.4
Bhopal................... —.... 34.4.... 25.2
Bhubaneswar .......0.9.... 34.2.... 26.2
Chandigarh ........10.3.... 28.9.... 24.8
Chennai ................. —.... 38.8.... 29.6
Coimbatore..........1.2.... 33.8.... 22.7
Dehradun.............7.7.... 26.2.... 22.5
Gangtok.............13.2.... 21.3.... 18.2
Goa .....................8.7.... 31.8.... 24.4
Guwahati .............0.3.... 34.8.... 25.6
Hubballi................. —.... 26.0.... 21.0
Hyderabad ...........0.7.... 32.6.... 23.1
Imphal...............18.8.... 29.0.... 21.8
Jaipur ................15.7.... 32.2.... 23.0
Kochi...................5.7.... 32.0.... 24.6
Kohima..............26.8.... 27.2.... 17.4
Kolkata................5.6.... 32.8.... 27.1

city
rain max
min
Kozhikode ................7.... 31.5.... 24.5
Kurnool ................... —.... 34.7.... 26.1
Lucknow.................. —.... 40.0.... 29.8
Madurai................... —.... 39.0.... 26.6
Mangaluru................4.... 29.7.... 23.0
Mumbai...............91.2.... 31.1.... 24.6
Mysuru.................... —.... 28.9.... 20.1
New Delhi ...........52.6.... 31.4.... 24.2
Patna ..................13.4.... 36.4.... 25.5
Port Blair ..............2.9.... 31.0.... 23.6
Puducherry.............. —.... 38.5.... 27.1
Pune .....................1.6.... 28.2.... 22.7
Raipur ...................0.4.... 32.5.... 25.6
Ranchi..................... —.... 30.4.... 23.2
Shillong................... —.... 24.7.... 16.4
Shimla.................21.4.... 20.1.... 15.6
Srinagar ................0.4.... 21.8.... 16.7
Trivandrum ............. —.... 31.6.... 24.5
Tiruchi .................... —.... 38.9.... 27.6
Vijayawada ............2.2.... 34.0.... 26.0
Visakhapatnam .....24.7.... 28.6.... 24.0

Particulate matter in the air you are breathing
CITIES

Yesterday

SO2 NO2 CO PM2.5 PM10 CODE

Ahmedabad ......... ....—.....— ...— ....... — .......—.......—
Bengaluru ................3 ...18 ..28 ....... —......67 ......*
Chennai....................6 ...10 ..32 ...... 86 .......— ......*
Delhi......................21 ...49 ..69 ...... 47......32 ......*
Hyderabad .............46 ...15 ....9 ...... 30......50 ......*
Kolkata ..................25 ...27 ..32 ....... —......44 ......*
Lucknow ................12 ...28 ..67 .... 123 .......— ......*
Mumbai .................12 ...15 ..29 ...... 33......59 ......*
Pune ......................13 ...27 ..80 ...... 20......25 ......*
Vishakhapatnam .....21 ...17 ..75 ...... 41......46 ......*

In observation made at
4.00 p.m., Vijayawada,
recorded an overall air
quality index (AQI) score
of 121 indicating a
moderate level of
pollution.
In contrast, Panchkula,
Haryana recorded a
healthy AQI score of 33

Air Quality Code: * Poor * Moderate * Good
SO2: Sulphur Dioxide. Short-term exposure can harm the respiratory system,
making breathing difficult. It can affect visibility by reacting with other air
particles to form haze and stain culturally important objects such as statues
and monuments.
NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide. Aggravates respiratory illness, causes haze to form by
reacting with other air particles, causes acid rain, pollutes coastal waters.
CO: Carbon monoxide. High concentration in air reduces oxygen supply to
critical organs like the heart and brain. At very high levels, it can cause
dizziness, confusion, unconsciousness and even death.
PM2.5 & PM10: Particulate matter pollution can cause irritation of the eyes,
nose and throat, coughing, chest tightness and shortness of breath, reduced
lung function, irregular heartbeat, asthma attacks, heart attacks and
premature death in people with heart or lung disease
(Individual pollutant data for various cities are averages for the previous day)

PUBLIC NOTICES

IT IS for general information that
I Aakriti Dhawan D/o Brij Mohan
Dhawan residing at C−227, Greater
Kailash−I, New Delhi−110048 declare that name of mine has been
wrongly written as Shruti Dhawan
in my IDBI Bank Deep Discount Bond
No. 01109110 & 01109109. The actual name of mine is Aakriti Dhawan
which may be amended accordingly.

GENERAL

PUBLIC NOTICES
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IN BRIEF

Heaviest satellite
of ISRO launched

Law Ministry for
Venugopal as next AG

GSAT-17 will join 17 communication satellites in orbit

NEW DELHI

The Union Law Ministry is
learnt to have recommended
the name of veteran lawyer
K.K. Venugopal for
appointment as the next
Attorney General of India. Mr.
Venugopal, a constitutional
expert, has about 50 years of
experience in the Supreme
Court. He was also the amicus
curiae in the 2G spectrum
scam case for over six years.

Elderly French woman
raped in Varanasi
VARANASI

An elderly French woman has
been raped by her watchman,
said police on Thursday.
According to reports, the
French victim was living in
Varanasi for the last 40 years
and worked with a social
organisation. ANI

BENGALURU

Bird’s eye view: The multi-spectral Image of Doha, Qatar, taken on June 27 by the advanced Cartosat-2 Series Satellite. It was
released by the ISRO on Wednesday. PTI/ISRO
*

India gets a sharper eye in the sky
Recently launched Cartosat-2E sends pictures from 500 km above the earth
Madhumathi D.S.
BENGALURU

Tripura Minister grilled
in Rose Valley case
AGARTALA

CBI officials questioned
Tripura Social Welfare and
Social Education Minister
Bijita Nath on Thursday in
connection with the Rose
Valley chit fund scam. The
firm is reported to have
cheated public of hundreds of
crores of rupees, until the
SEBI cracked down on it.

Condition of fasting
prisoners deteriorates
PATNA

Condition of six prisoners who
are on fast-unto-death in
Bhabua divisional jail in
Kaimur district deteriorated
on Thursday and admitted to
district hospital for medical
attention.
In protest of favoritism to a
group of inmates, over 50
prisoners of the jail were on
fast-unto-death since last
Wednesday.

A railway station in Rajasthan and eye-catching
locations in Qatar and Egypt
are among the early pictures
beamed down by the weekold
Cartosat-2
series
spacecraft.
The satellite, known as
Cartosat-2E, is the third Indian remote sensing (IRS) or
earth observation satellite
that can send 60-cm resolution pictures from an orbit
500 km above the earth.
Primarily it will provide
useful space-based data for
town planners, creators of
urban infrastructure, for agriculture and project monitoring, and for decision
makers in Smart City and
AMRUTH projects, said a
senior official of the Indian
Space Research Organisation (ISRO).
Its applications apart,
ISRO Chairman A.S. Kiran
Kumar agreed that availabil-

Grand sight: The multi-spectral Image of Jarhar Haripur, U.P.,
taken by the Cartosat-2 series satellite. PTI/ISRO
*

ity of high-resolution Cartosat-2E data to civil agencies would drive down
import of remote sensing
imageries from foreign EO
satellites.

‘Will reduce imports’
“[The new EO satellite] can
definitely reduce imagery
imports. We will work towards that. Its data will be
more than adequate for a
large number of applica-

tions,” he told The Hindu.
Cartosat-2E is the sixth
and last of the second generation cartography themed
series, which started in 2007
with Cartosat-2 and includes
Cartosat-2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.
The last three are said to
be exclusive to defence and
security agencies. Cartosat-2E offers images of the
same 60-cm resolution as 2C
and 2D; the same feature is
now available for the genu-

Gutkha scam: T.N. CM rejects
demand for ousting Minister

ED issues
notice to
Geelani

‘Proof’ under consideration, says Speaker Dhanapal

Special correspondent

Special Correspondent
CHENNAI

Rejecting the Opposition’s
persistent demand to drop
Health Minister C. Vijaya
Baskar from the Cabinet
and suspend DGP rank officers T. K. Rajendran and S.
George for their alleged role
in a suspected gutkha sale
scam, Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami on
Thursday told the Assembly
that the DVAC is probing
the charges.
Leader of the Opposition
and DMK working president M.K. Stalin drew the attention
of
Speaker
Dhanapal to the gutkha

Edappadi K. Palaniswami

scam for the second consecutive day in the House.
He was backed by the
Congress.
When the Speaker told
Mr. Stalin that the “proof ”

submitted by him on the issue was under consideration and that the Chief Minister would provide a reply,
the DMK leader insisted that
he be allowed to raise the issue in the House.
Mr. Stalin sought the
resignation of all the officials involved in the alleged
scam. “There needs to be a
CBI inquiry, and the Chief
Minister should immediately remove the Minister
and the police officers involved in this,” he demanded. Congress floor leader,
K. R. Ramasamy, too sought
a judicial inquiry into the
scam.

Indrani submits written application
to police against prison guards
Her medical examination had revealed several bruises
Special Correspondent
Mumbai

Indrani Mukerjea visited the
Nagpada police station in
the early hours of Thursday
morning and submitted a
written application against
the guards at the Byculla
women’s prison, where she
is currently lodged.
A police officer said that
Indrani was subjected to
medical examination on
Wednesday night, and the
report indicated that she

CM
YK

vices of operational satellites in C, extended C and S
bands,” it said.
In Bengaluru, ISRO
Chairman A.S. Kiran Kumar
said, “We have been short
of satellite capacity and
need to continue adding it
for some more time. However, the [transponders]
scene is definitely improving” after recent launches of
communication satellites.
The satellite and its foreign launch were approved
in May 2015 with an outlay
of ₹1,013 crore. It went to orbit on the Ariane-5 ECA
rocket VA-238, operated by
European launch services
agency Arianespace.
When it sends the 5,700kg GSAT-11 this year-end
again on an Ariane booster,
ISRO hopes it will be its last
foreign launch, says Mr.
Kiran Kumar.

Special Correspondent

had
sustained
several
bruises to her arms and
legs, although there were
no fractures or other serious injuries.
“Indrani was brought to
the police station at around
12:30 am on Thursday,” an
officer with the Nagpada
police station said.
“She submitted a written
application seeking an FIR
of assault and criminal intimidation
against
the
prison guards.

“We will soon be recording a detailed statement
from her after preliminary
inquiries into her allegations
have
been
conducted.”
Mukerjea, accused in the
murder of her daughter
Sheena Bora, was among
the 200-odd inmates of the
women's prison who were
booked for rioting and
other offences after the
death in custody of fellow
inmate Manjula Shette.

NEW DELHI

The Enforcement Directorate issued a fresh showcause notice to Hurriyat
leader Syed Ali Shah
Geelani on Thursday for
“illegal acquisition and
possession of foreign currency.” The ED probe is in
connection with the recovery of $10,000 by the Income-Tax
Department
from Mr. Geelani’s house.
Following inputs from
the I-T department, the
Hurriyat leader was earlier
summoned under the Foreign Exchange Management Act. However, he did
not turn up. His counsel
denied recovery of foreign
currency from his residence. “Following further
summons, his chartered
accountant submitted the
appeal documents confirming the recovery and
seizure of foreign currency.
However, he failed to furnish legitimate source for
its acquisition and possession, thus making himself
liable for action under the
FEMA,” said the agency.

ine use of civil agencies,
mostly government agencies. That is — it can capture
objects that are 60-cm wide
or long.
Mr. Kiran Kumar did not
mention import figures but
explained
that
earlier,
imageries had to be imported because Indian EOs
offered only 1-metre resolution pictures. “Now there is
the sub-metre availability
which will make a significant
impact.”
A report of the Comptroller and Auditor General
for 2010-11 had noted that
“the prices of high resolution satellite data in the international market were six
times more than the prices
of comparable products” of
Indian remote-sensing satellites. On the third-generation Cartosats, Mr. Kiran Kumar said they were working
on Cartosat-3, the first approved spacecraft in the
series.

A 39-minute dusk launch at
the South American space
port of Kourou placed
GSAT-17 in space as the newest Indian communication
satellite. The launch took
place at 2.45 a.m. IST on
Thursday.
The 3,477-kg spacecraft,
the heaviest built by the Indian Space Research Organisation, will soon join the
ring of 17 working national
communication satellites
that are already in orbit. It
will add to the services they
provide for broadcasting,
telecommunications, VSAT
services,
meteorology,
search and rescue, among
others, ISRO said.
Said to have over 40
transponders in different
bands, “GSAT-17 is designed
to provide continuity of ser-

Sky power: An Ariane 5 rocket lifts of from the French Guiana Space Center with HS3-IS and
GSAT-17 satellites on board. AFP
*

Landmark retrial ordered in RTI activist murder
Mahesh Langa
AHMEDABAD

In a landmark judgment, the
Gujarat High Court has
ordered a retrial even before
the trial court pronounces its
verdict in the RTI activist
Amit Jethva murder case, in
which a former BJP Parlia-

mentarian Dinu Solanki is a
key accused. The court set
aside the ongoing trial in the
CBI court, calling it a “miscarriage of justice” as the trial
was managed by Mr. Solanki,
a powerful political leader in
the State.
“Right from the day the

son of the writ applicant
came to be murdered, till this
date, the manner and
method in which the accused
persons, more particularly,
Dinu Bogha Solanki, have
dominated the proceedings,
speaks volumes about the
power they are able to wield,”

Justice J.B. Pardiwala said in
his order.
Amit Jethva, a wildlife and
RTI activist in the Saurashtra
region, was shot dead outside
the Gujarat High Court in
2010, when he filed a PIL exposing the rampant mining of
limestone in the Gir forest.
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The task before the sentinel
A welcome sale

W

ith the Union Cabinet’s ‘in-principle’ approval
for the sale of Air India and ive of its subsidiaries, a long-standing demand on the reform
checklist has been ticked. The rationale for the government to shovel in huge sums of money to keep the lossmaking airline aloat was weakening by the year. Today,
such life support, as Finance Minister Arun Jaitley recently noted, was being given when competing private
airlines already cater to well over 85% of the air travel
demand in the country. Government money that keeps
Air India from going bankrupt would be much better
used to fund important social and infrastructure programmes that are starved of precious capital each year.
Air India has been surviving on a ₹30,000-crore bailout
package put together by the United Progressive Alliance
government in 2012 to help its turnaround, and the
debt relief provided by public sector banks. The airline
has a debt load of over ₹50,000 crore on its books, and
it is estimated that even a well-executed asset sale may
not fully cover its present liabilities. So in the event of a
sale, taxpayers may have to foot at least some part of the
loss — either directly in case the government pays of the
airline’s creditors, or indirectly if the public sector
banks write of their loans to the airline. However, it is
more likely that the government may divest its three
proit-making subsidiaries separately, with the proceeds going to Air India to help deal with its liabilities.
It is not yet clear whether the airline will be fully
privatised or how its eventual sale will be executed. A
ministerial panel under Mr. Jaitley is expected to begin
working on the details soon. But having taken the politically courageous decision to privatise Air India, the
government would do well to go for the sale of its entire
stake, even if it is done in a gradual manner. Eventually,
the aim of the sale should be to get the best price for the
airline. One good way to achieve this would be to allow
both domestic and foreign buyers to bid freely for
stakes. For this, the government will have to re-tune its
FDI policy to allow foreign investors to buy a stake in Air
India. The Civil Aviation Ministry has made a case for
the sale of non-core assets irst to pay of existing creditors, so that the airline becomes more attractive to
private buyers. But this assumes that private buyers
would not otherwise see the value in Air India’s assets.
IndiGo has already expressed interest in buying a stake
in Air India, with other domestic airlines reported to be
serious about making a bid too. Finding a way to deal
with Air India’s debt load will be the main challenge for
Mr. Jaitley’s panel. How this process goes will be vital
not just for Air India. If it goes relatively smoothly, that
would make the task of moving forward on the disinvestment of other public sector units that much easier.

The plains truth
Nepal’s Madhesis are seeking both grassroots
democracy and state restructuring

T

wo months after the irst phase of local elections,
Nepal has completed the second, and more
tricky, phase. This week’s polling in provinces in
the Terai plains and in the far-eastern and far-western
parts completed the irst elections to local bodies in two
decades. In the irst phase, the Communist Party of
Nepal (Uniied Marxist-Leninist) was in the lead, winning the highest number of councils and wards, with
the Nepali Congress coming a distant second. The UML
had steadfastly opposed any change to the Constitution
inalised in 2015, speciically amendments that would
allow a redrawing of the provinces, as demanded by the
plains-dwellers, the Madhesis. This approach helped it
strengthen its “nationalist” image in the hills. The
second phase has been a more diicult proposition for
the UML. Voter turnout in this phase was close to 70.5%,
while it was 74% in the irst phase. The high turnout,
despite incidents of violence in areas that went to the
polls on Wednesday, indicates a grassroots yearning for
inclusion and the deepening of democratic institutions.
Among the Madhesi parties, the newly formed
Rashtriya Janata Party-Nepal boycotted the polls as its
demand for amendments to be made to the Constitution before the polls was not met. But sensing the public
mood for participation, it ielded independent candidates in order to consolidate support.
The state restructuring demand had been articulated
during the jan andolans (popular struggles) of 2006.
The demand for federalisation was repeated in the agitations in the Terai in 2015, which had led to an economic blockade of the valley by the plains-dwellers. But
despite these agitations, the issue remains unresolved
as strident opposition by the UML has prevented any
consensus over amendments that would realign the
provinces so that the Madhesis are in a majority in more
provinces than those delineated in 2015. For the Madhesis, federalisation is a desperate demand for recognition and inclusion, as the hill elite dominates the various layers of the government, the bureaucracy and the
security forces. The threat of an electoral boycott was
meant to be a pressure tactic to get the Central government led by the Nepali Congress and the Communist
Party of Nepal (Maoist Centre) to live up to the promises
of pushing for the requisite amendments in Parliament.
But as the local elections were widely welcomed by the
electorate, including the plains-dwellers, this was a selfdefeating step. This is why two other Madhesi forces —
the Federal Socialist Forum and the Madhesi Janadhikar Forum Loktantrik — decided to participate in the
elections. However, the three big parties — the UML, the
Congress and the Maoists — should not misread the high
participation level as marking a change in outlook in the
plains on state restructuring. Madhesi faith in democracy must be secured with the promised amendments.
CM
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Sanjay Hegde
he expansion of Aadhaar continues. The efort is now emboldened by a Supreme Court
judgment that has stuck a band-aid
on a gaping wound, which required stitches if not surgery. Individual holdouts against Aadhaar
have been recognised and
grudgingly protected by the judgment. There is, however, no broad
declaration against an overpowering state’s propensity to stretch out
to every sphere to compel individual surrender of little remnants
of liberty. The architecture of enforced surveillance has been left
intact.

T

As good as its use
Aadhaar is a classic case of technology being amoral. The splitting of
the atom gave us nuclear energy. It
also gave us weapons with the capacity to destroy civilisation. Similarly, the Unique Identiication Authority of India (UIDAI) began only
with the mandate to conirm a citizen’s unique identity. A standalone authority, with biometric information and ingerprints, which
could, in cases of doubt, identify
with certainty any claimant of government subsidies or special services. Aadhaar’s claim was to weed
out duplicates and forgeries, thus
ensuring targeted distribution by
administrations.
Aadhaar’s sole purpose was as a
benign guarantor of identity in
cases of doubt. Any attempt by government departments to overreach this mandate was resisted by
the authority. In fact, when a court
ordered access to the database for
a police investigation in a criminal
matter, the Aadhaar authority
challenged the order in the Supreme Court.

cess government services has
turned into a prison lock of individual liberties. An all-powerful
state seems today to seek “One
Ring to rule them all, One Ring to
ind them, One Ring to bring them
all, and in the darkness bind
them”.

Everyone is afected
How then is this darkness to be dispelled? How are the Lords of the
Rings to be brought back to democratic governance? The processes
have to be both political and legal.
The Mahatma as a leader was born
in 1907 when an Indian barrister in
Transvaal refused to register himself as a lesser inhabitant of South
Africa. It is time for all political
parties, including the Bharatiya
Janata Party, to take a relook at the
extent of control that Aadhaar
gives to governments against the
citizen. Today’s government is tomorrow’s opposition, and vice
versa. Every party must seriously
ponder the possibility that its
worst opponents may one day use
this technology against it.
The Congress, which fathered
the scheme, is now coming to the
slow realisation of the surveillance
possibilities that it has handed over
to its successor. Sitaram Yechury of
the Communist Party of India
(Marxist) has also raised concerns
during the parliamentary debates
held after the Aadhaar legislation
was rushed through as a money
bill. A sustained parliamentary in-

quiry committee, spanning various
ministries, should be used to rein
in the system’s worst excesses.
Every new administrative measure
designed to be Aadhaar-reliant
should seek prior approval from
this parliamentary committee.
It has been almost 700 days
since the Supreme Court on August
11, 2015, referred the privacy challenges to Aadhaar to a larger Bench
of possibly nine judges. The court
needs to rule on whether the right
to privacy is an established part of
the fundamental right to life and
liberty in this country. This is because, at a hearing before three
judges, Attorney General Mukul
Rohatgi had contended that because of judgments of the “Court in
M.P. Sharma & Others v. Satish
Chandra & Others, AIR 1954 SC 300
and Kharak Singh v. State of U.P. &
Others, AIR 1963 SC 1295 (decided
by Eight and Six Judges, respectively), the legal position regarding
the existence of the fundamental
right to privacy is doubtful.” He
therefore contended that the
“right to privacy” deemed to be accepted by subsequent smaller
Benches “resulted in a jurisprudentially impermissible divergence of judicial opinions”.
The court further records its
“opinion that the cases on hand
raise far reaching questions of importance involving interpretation
of the Constitution. What is at stake
is the amplitude of the fundamental rights including that pre-

cious and inalienable right under
Article 21. If the observations made
in M.P. Sharma (supra) and Kharak
Singh (supra) are to be read literally
and accepted as the law of this
country, the fundamental rights
guaranteed under the Constitution
of India and more particularly
right to liberty under Article 21
would be denuded of vigour and vitality. At the same time, we are also
of the opinion that the institutional
integrity and judicial discipline require that pronouncement made
by larger Benches of this Court cannot be ignored by the smaller
Benches without appropriately explaining the reasons for not following the pronouncements made by
such larger Benches”.

The nine judges
Getting together nine judges to
hear at length a constitutional matter of these proportions is an administrative nightmare for any
Chief Justice. But failure to do so in
time permits the state to set up an
architecture of surveillance that
cannot be undone later.
Chief Justice Patanjali Sastri in
the early years of the Supreme
Court had written: “If, then, the
courts in this country face up to
such important and none too easy
task, it is not out of any desire to tilt
at legislative authority in a crusader’s spirit, but in discharge of a
duty plainly laid upon them by the
Constitution. This is especially true
as regards the ‘Fundamental
rights’, as to which this Court has
been assigned the role of a sentinel
on the ‘qui vive’. While the Court
naturally attaches great weight to
the legislative judgment, it cannot
desert its own duty to determine inally the constitutionality of an impugned statute.”
If the sentinel deserts duty and
the citizens rights die uncherished,
the Republic too cannot long endure.
Sanjay Hegde is a senior advocate of the
Supreme Court

Making the House rules
Parliament must codify the legislature’s privileges to prevent misuse of power

M.R. Madhavan

T

he Karnataka Legislative Assembly has found two journalists guilty of breach of its
privilege and sentenced them to
jail. This followed certain articles
written by the journalists which
were alleged to defame some legislators. This case once again raises
the question of what should constitute privilege of the legislative
bodies.
The idea of privilege emerged in
England as Parliament started to
protect itself from excesses by the
monarch. It established several
rights and privileges including the
freedom of members of Parliament
to freely speak and vote in Parliament (including its committees).

The question of privilege
The Indian Constitution speciies
the powers and privileges of Parliament in Article 105 and those of
State legislatures in Article 194. In
brief, they (a) provide freedom of
speech in Parliament subject to
other provisions of the Constitu-

tion and standing orders of the
House; (b) give immunity for all
speeches and votes in Parliament
from judicial scrutiny; and (c) allow Parliament (and State legislatures) to codify the privileges,
and until then, have the same privileges as the British Parliament had
in 1950. Till now, Parliament and
State legislatures have not passed
any law to codify their privileges.
The power of privilege has been
used against journalists in several
instances. For example, in 2003,
the Tamil Nadu Legislative Assembly sentenced the publisher,
editor, executive editor and two
senior journalists of The Hindu and
the editor of Murasoli to 15 days’
imprisonment for contempt. The
action against The Hindu was taken
for three articles that described the
Chief Minister’s speeches and used
words such as “diatribe” and
“high-pitched tone”, and an editorial.
Interestingly, the editorial commented on the privilege motion
against the articles and argued that
privilege must be invoked “only
rarely when there is real obstruction to its functioning, and not in a
way that sets legislators above ordinary comment and criticism.”
The journalists obtained a stay on
the arrest and the matter was referred to the Constitution Bench of

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Brakes on mob violence
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has inally spoken on
the killing of innocent
Indians by cow vigilantes
while addressing a function
at the Sabarmati Ashram in
Gujarat. While his longpending statement is indeed
welcome, actions speak
louder than words. He
needs to ensure that Chief
Ministers in all States
apprehend those involved
in such violence. He should
also understand that when a
member of his Council of
Ministers pays last tributes
to a person accused of
lynching Mohammad
Akhlaq in Dadri, his
government’s intentions
seriously come under a
cloud of doubt.
K.B. Dessai,
Fatorda, Goa

It was encouraging to see
the people’s non-violent
response in the face of hate
and violence (“Shed hate,
■
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The Centre should sell its entire stake in
Air India, even if in stages

However, the UIDAI database
has today ceased to be only a neutral identiier of a person’s identity.
In the Information Age, where data
is the new oil, the temptation to
maximise the use of an all-encompassing database is simply too
strong. More and more service providers sought linkages to the data
and the government ramped up
the number of government and
other organisations that could insist on an Aadhaar-based identity
alone as a sine qua non for dealing
with the user. Shortly after the Supreme Court’s recent judgment of
June 9, 2017, the government publicised a prior notiication of June 1,
2017, under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA).
The notiication makes it mandatory for bank account holders to
produce an Aadhaar number.
The government has also deliberately misconstrued an earlier Supreme Court order in order to pressurise telecom operators to make
Aadhaar a requirement for all mobile phone users. Even education
and health services have been used
to broaden the Aadhaar net and
draw in more people into the dragnet. Schools insist on newly admitted children having Aadhaar numbers, which are not given until the
parents too submit to Aadhaar registration.
There are reports that the Civil
Aviation Ministry wants to make
Aadhaar identiication mandatory
for access to commercial lights.
The government has decided to
make the cost of holding out unbearable to the non-compliant and
present courts with a fait accompli.
Fundamental freedoms of the
individual are being routinely sacriiced at the altar of administrative
expediency and the forced sacriice is justiied as being necessary
for the greater common good. Not
since the forced sterilisations during the Emergency has a government been so invested in an administrative goal that it has abandoned
the requirement to seek “the consent of the governed”. A key to ac-
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It is time the Chief Justice of India set up the larger Bench to examine privacy challenges to Aadhaar

the Supreme Court.
Given this history, there are several issues that need resolution.
First, what should be the privileges
that protect the members of legislatures and the House? How does
the privilege power sit with fundamental rights of expression and
personal liberty? It is clear that
members of legislatures should be
able to perform their legislative duties without any obstruction, and
should be free to speak and vote
without fear of legal repercussions.
Should the privilege extend to
comments on the individual actions of members?
Perhaps, it is better to restrict
the use of privilege to proceedings
of the legislature. Any member
who is falsely accused of any impropriety can use the defamation

route through courts. A further issue is whether the House should
have the power to sentence a person to a jail term. While the British
Parliament continues to have such
powers, it has not used it since
1880.
An even more fundamental
question is: what are the privileges? In the absence of a code,
how does one know whether an action is a breach of privilege or not?
Therefore, it is important to codify
them.
In this context, it may be pertinent to note that Australia passed
the Parliamentary Privileges Act in
1987. That Act states that “words or
acts shall not be taken as an ofence
against a House by reason only that
those words or acts are defamatory
or critical of Parliament, a House, a
committee or a member”. However, this protection does not apply “for words spoken or acts done
in the presence of a House or a
committee”.
The Act also prescribes a maximum punishment of one-year imprisonment and a ine of A$5,000.
In 1999, a joint committee of the
British Parliament recommended
codiication but this recommendation was overturned by another
committee in 2013.
It is evident that the framers of
our Constitution envisaged codiic-

ation of privileges. In the Constituent Assembly, Dr. Rajendra Prasad
said, “Parliament will deine the
powers and privileges, but until
Parliament has undertaken the legislation and passes it, the privileges and powers of the House of
Commons will apply. So, it is only a
temporary afair. Of course, Parliament may never legislate on that
point and it is therefore for the
members to be vigilant.”
Parliament has examined the issue of codiication. In 2008, the
Committee of Privileges of Lok
Sabha felt that there was no need
for codiication. It noted that the
House had recommended punishment only ive times since the irst
Lok Sabha, and that allegations of
misuse of its powers were due to a
lack of understanding of its procedures.
Given the number of such cases,
Parliament and Legislative Assemblies should pass laws to codify
privilege. It may also be time for
the courts to revisit the earlier
judgments and ind the right balance between fundamental rights
of citizens and privilege of the legislature. The recent case in
Karnataka gives another opportunity to examine the issue.
M.R. Madhavan is the president and
co-founder of PRS Legislative Research
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not blood, say protesters,”
June 29). The fact that the
protest was not driven by
political parties but drew
support from students,
academics, artists and
journalists enhanced its
appeal. Coming as a followup to two similar, extremely
well-attended protests held
at the same venue against
caste-based discrimination,
the display of solidarity
comes as good news for
democracy. The
unequivocal condemnation
by Union Minister M.
Venkaiah Naidu of Junaid
Khan’s killing came as a
much-awaited response
from a Central government
representative. It is only by
taking action against
elements behind such mob
violence and ensuring
justice to its victims that the
government can claim to
have fulilled its
constitutional duty.

Freeing the Maharajah

Paid news malaise

Unwelcome comments

The Union Cabinet’s nod for
privatisation of debt-ridden
Air India and its ive
subsidiaries is a bold move
(“Govt. to shed stake in
loss-making AI,” June 29).
The once high-lying
‘Maharajah’ was brought
down to earth by mounting
losses and huge debts,
inviting the scorn of all
stakeholders.
With the bankers and the
investigating agencies
turning the heat on Vijay
Mallya’s ailing Kingisher
Airlines, it was only obvious
that ugly questions began to
be raised on Air India
leading a charmed
existence.
Though the ine print for
the airline’s strategic sale is
yet to be worked out, it will
certainly be a tall order for
any buyer to turn around
the airline and make it ly
high again.

Paid news misleads the
electorate, harms the
prospects of genuine
candidates with modest
inancial resources, thus
culminating in unfair
competition, and
contributes to
discriminatory public
policy decisions in the long
run, causing criminalisation
of politics (“Pay to publish,”
June 29). This turns the
so-called public
representatives into a maia,
sustained on money and
muscle power. There is a
way out: amend the
Representative of the
People Act (1951), categorise
paid news as a criminal
ofence and seriously
consider the Indrajit Gupta
Committee’s suggestion of
state funding of elections to
curb undervalued
information on assets and
liabilities by candidates.

Tennis great and former
world No.1 John McEnroe’s
recent comment on Serena
Williams, saying “if she
played the men’s circuit she
would be like 700 in the
world ranking”, is totally
unwarranted, and sounds
very embarrassing.
(“Serena asks McEnroe for
‘respect’,” June 28).
Williams’s list of
accomplishments, which
includes 23 Grand Slam
titles, and still counting,
doesn’t actually need wins
over male players to justify
its greatness. McEnroe may

Firoz Ahmad,

N.J. Ravi Chander,

Aijaz Hussain Malik,

Delhi

Bengaluru

Baramulla

well turn the pages of tennis
records to know that
women tennis players in the
past had indeed defeated
men.
Two of such ‘battle-of-sexes’
matches were: Billie Jean
King trouncing Bobby Riggs
in a 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 three-setter
in 1973 and Helen Wills
Moody toppling her doubles
partner Phil Neer in straight
sets 6-3, 6-4 in an exhibition
match in 1933.
R. Sivakumar,
Chennai
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corrections & clarifications:
>>A Sports page story — “This is signiicant for Ramkumar:
Krishnan” ( June 29, 2017) — erroneously said that Ramesh Krishnan beat Mats Wilander in the second round of Wimbledon in 1989.
It was the Australian Open.
It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify
the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be
contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to
Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:readerseditor@thehindu.co.in; Mail: Readers’
Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India.
All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal
visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com
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LEFT, RIGHT, CENTRE

Should the sedition law be scrapped?
It is not in rates of conviction but in the criminalisation
of dissent that the expediency of sedition law rests

Umar Khalid
is a PhD student at
Jawaharlal Nehru
University

Dissent is the lifeblood of
democracy. But today
when the stench of fasLEFT cism looms large, exercising this constitutional
right can get one branded as an
anti-national, thrown behind bars
or a lynch mob waiting outside to
teach you a lesson. A law that has
especially come in handy for the
self-proclaimed nationalists of our
times to suppress dissent is the archaic colonial-era sedition law.

A tool to muzzle
For the entire hullabaloo about
‘anti-national’ sloganeers of Jawa-

harlal Nehru University ( JNU), the
police have been unable to even file
a charge sheet in the case for almost
17 months now. To assume, however, that the slapping of sedition
charges was to ensure our legal conviction would be to miss the wood
for the trees. Figures of the National
Crime Records Bureau reveal that
in the two years preceding the JNU
case, there were a total of 77 sedition cases, of which only one resulted in conviction. It is not in rates of
conviction but in the criminalisation of dissent that the expediency
of sedition law rests.
The sedition law was incorpor-

Denunciating it for ‘rampant misuse’ concedes ground
that there exist instances where its ‘use’ may be needed

Meenakshi Lekhi
is a BJP MP and
a Supreme Court
advocate

India is facing an unprecedented level of
threat from a countvariety of adRIGHT less
versaries many of
whom act under the veil of being
social activists, NGO conveners or
just student leaders.
The law of sedition emanating
from Section 124-A of the IPC, rests
in Chapter VI which also codifies
other ‘Offences Against the State’.
The need for this chapter is underscored by the fact that actions
which threaten the security of a
government, tasked to represent
the people who elected it, are re-

pelled and
punished.

its

perpetrators

Why we need it
A denunciation against the law of
sedition is that its misuse is
rampant and thus must be done
away with. This argument has two
fallacies. First, it concedes ground
that there exist instances where its
‘use’ may be warranted and necessary. The effect of any individual
seditious activity is far-reaching,
which is why the offence is categorised in ‘Offences Against the State’
and not in Chapter XIII of the IPC
pertaining to ‘Offences Against Pub-

Praising Pakistan or waving its lag isn’t sedition; asking
for India’s dismemberment should attract the charge

T.S.R. Subramanian
is a former
Cabinet Secretary

The sedition law was
part of the original
IPC, which has, in genstood the test of
CENTRE eral,
time in Indian conditions. Section 124-A was indeed
amended for technical reasons after
Independence but remains substantially the same — though very rarely
used, as is to be expected.

Revisiting the sedition law
Mere criticism of the government,
or of governance, indeed of the institutions of governance, however
harsh, will not qualify as sedition.
From a layman’s perspective, the is-

sue of sedition would come into
play only if the territorial integrity
of India as well as the sovereignty of
the country are questioned by an
individual or a group. In other
words, sedition is relevant only in
the context of a demand for secession. ‘Waging war’ with India or
other inimical acts against the
country will be met by other legal
provisions but cannot replace 124-A
if a situation arises.
Advocating or raising slogans
about breaking up India, to my
mind, constitutes sedition. Using
Afzal Guru, who carried out an attack on the high seat of democracy,

ated into the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) in 1870 as fears
of a possible uprising
plagued the colonial authorities. Most of this
penal code was retained
intact after 1947. Despite
demands to scrap it, the
law of sedition remains
enshrined in our statute book till
today. In the last one decade, along
with many other draconian laws of
colonial vintage, it has become extremely popular with our rulers.
Beyond the high-profile urban
cases, the reach of Section 124-A
has extended even to faraway
places. An entire village in
Kudankulam, Tamil Nadu had sedition cases slapped against it for resisting a nuclear power project. Adi-

vasis
of
Jharkhand,
resisting displacement,
topped the list of those
slapped with sedition in
2014. Most of these cases
don’t end in conviction.
But when the legal process itself becomes the
punishment, the slapping of sedition charges is an attempt to browbeat the protesters
into submission.
It can’t even be said that the law
is being misused, for such has been
the very use the law has been put to
since its inception. The urge
amongst our present-day rulers is
akin to the urge of the colonial administrators — total domination
over its citizens.
In fact, there is also an attempt to

Ask no questions
For example, the invocation of the
Army in just about any political debate, and its projection as the ideal
to which every citizen should aspire
towards, is also an attempt to regiment the citizenry on the same
hierarchical lines. Those on the
lower rungs of the society will follow the command of those at the
top and ask no questions. Asking
questions is anti-national, antistate, anti-Army, anti-India or as
Union Minister Kiren Rijiju commented last year, part of a bad
culture.
Draconian laws such as the Section 124-A only serve to give a legal

The writer was taken into custody in
February 2016 after anti-national slogans
were allegedly raised in the JNU campus

lic Tranquility’.
The impact on public
tranquility is but one of
the consequences of any
seditious activity. However, far more alarming
potentialities include calls
for violent revolutions
seeking to overthrow the
government, appeals for a separate
Khalistan or Kashmir and other atrocity propaganda, which does not
qualify as protected speech and has
the ability to denude the legitimacy
of a democratically elected government. Second, the Supreme Court
has repeatedly observed that the
mere possibility of misuse of a provision does not per se invalidate the
legislation. In such cases, the vulnerability extends only to the ‘ac-

tion’ and not the
‘section’.
Section 124-A is circumscribed by Explanation 2 and Explanation 3,
which protect constructive criticism of government measures made
without any attempt to
excite hatred, contempt or disaffection towards the government.
Therefore the sedition law is not antithetical to free speech and the importance of free speech is highlighted in the Section itself. Even in
the case of Kedar Nath Singh v. State
of Bihar (1962), which happens to
be the locus classicus on the law of
sedition in India, a Bench of five
judges of the Supreme Court held
that a person using strong speech

or vigorous words in writing,
against the government, is outside
the purview of the concerned Section. However, in the same breath,
the court also edified that while it
had a duty to protect its citizens
from an oppressive law affecting
free speech, this speech cannot become a licence for vilification of the
government, which incites violence
or has the tendency to create public
disorder. Following this position,
the High Courts of Andhra Pradesh
and Punjab have rightly held poems
and articles commending the principles of Naxalism and cries for secession of Khalistan to be seditious,
respectively.
When Indians shout “Pakistan
Zindabad” after a Pakistan win in a
cricket match, are they celebrating

the bowling of a young Mohammad
Amir? Or the blitzkrieg of a four
matches old Fakhar Zaman? Or are
they tacitly identifying themselves
with a Pakistan that is killing Indian
soldiers everyday, a Pakistan that is
attempting to sever an entire Indian
State? Will such words or representations that expose the Indian state
to such ‘contempt’, ‘hatred’ or ‘disaffection’ qualify as sedition? As per
Kedar Nath Singh, these actions certainly possess a “tendency to create
public disorder”. Surprisingly, all
those self-proclaimed liberals who
spare no stone unturned to speak
against India, remain impressively
disciplined when they visit the U.S.
and rarely speak against its territorial integrity because they know
the consequences.

the Indian Parliament, as
one’s poster boy to advocate Bharat Ki Barbadi
(with implication of separation of Kashmir) is sedition. The most recent Eid
procession in Srinagar led
by a group flaunting slain
Hizbul-Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani’s picture
along with that of Lashkar-e-Taiba
chief Hafiz Saeed, asking for a separate Kashmir, also smacks of
sedition.
It would be recalled that in Kedar
Nath Singh v. State of Bihar, a Division Bench had laid down the criterion stressing that a necessary
component of sedition involves rebellion or use of arms, in conjunction with demand for separation

from or dismemberment
of India. One would feel
that this is too high a bar
set by the Supreme Court
— subsequent events in
India, including the significant spread of Naxalism, the movement in
Punjab, the earlier demand for a Tamil Eelam, surely
have had sedition somewhere in
their composition; perhaps the very
stringent Supreme Court conditions
need to be revisited.
I say this in the backdrop of the
Gorkhaland agitation, and similar
problems elsewhere. So long as the
demand is for a separate State, it
surely is constitutional, subject to
other laws in the method of expression; the issue of sedition needs to

be considered only in the unlikely
context of a demand of separation.
Waving Pakistan’s flag in the course
of a match, or praising Pakistan,
cannot be sedition — the recent acts
of some State governments to slap
the charge of sedition on people are
excessive. That’s not the same as
seeking azaadi (freedom) from India, or asking that the territory of
India be dismembered.

in Bengaluru trains on the imposition of Hindi in Karnataka — a ‘No
Hindi Day’ was observed. Is that
dissenting note a seditious act?
Surely not. Again, in another context, the Naga agitation essentially
did not even recognise the sovereignty of India. Even though it qualified as sedition, the government
did not invoke this clause due to
sensible political reasons.
The word ‘sedition’ is thus extremely nuanced, and needs to be
applied with caution. It is like a cannon that ought not be used to shoot
a mouse; but the arsenal also demands possession of cannons,
mostly as a deterrent, and on occasion for shooting.

create an
compliance.

eerie

culture

of

The need for nuance
Zakir Naik, whom India is trying to
extradite, claims he is a religious
preacher and has neither advocated
the break-up of India nor exhorted
young men to join the Islamic State.
But his words are insidious and possibly attract the sedition charge.
Very recently, there was a protest

veneer to the regime’s persecution
of voices and movements against
oppression by casting them as
anti-national.
Last week, 15 Muslim men were
arrested from Burhanpur, Madhya
Pradesh, on sedition charges by the
police. They were alleged to have
cheered for Pakistan in the recent
Champions Trophy match. Just a
few days later, however, the police
dropped the sedition charges as its
main witnesses stated they had
been forced to give false witness.
The need for scrapping the sedition
law could never have been more
urgent.

as told to Anuradha Raman
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Preserving the NLS’s
national character

FIFTY YEARS AGO JUNE 30, 1967

Abolition of privy purses under study
The Union Government has instituted a study by its legal experts on the constitutional implications of the resolution adopted by the All-India Congress Committee giving a mandate
to the Government to abolish privy purses and privileges of
erstwhile rulers of Indian States, it is learnt. The constitutional provisions which deal with these matters are Articles
291 and 362. Article 291 guarantees payment of privy purse
from the Consolidated Fund of India in accordance with covenants or agreements entered into with rulers of Indian States
before the commencement of the Constitution and also exempts these sums from income-tax. The other Article guarantees the rights and privileges of the ex-rulers. The AICC’s mandate, according to legal experts, cannot be carried out
without abrogating these two Articles. Such abrogation will
require two-thirds majority of the Lok Sabha. As the Congress
Party does not have such strength, the Government is reported to be banking on the support of some of the Opposition
parties, notably the two C.P.I. groups, the Samyukta Socialist
Party and the Praja Socialist Party.

The just-approved domicile-based
quota will dilute student experience
Simi George
GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

The Karnataka legislature has
passed a bill proposing that
50% of seats at the National
Law School of India University
(NLS), Bengaluru, be reserved
for students domiciled in
Karnataka. If implemented,
this will destroy the NLS’s deining national character.
The NLS gave me my irst
education in diversity. When I joined in 2003, I was assigned to
a dormitory with an Odia, a Kannadiga, a Bihari, and two U.P.ites. I learnt to mimic a Bihari accent, heard endless tales
about growing up in small-town U.P., and discovered the Odia
word for ‘stupid’, which came in handy more often than you
might think. We used to return from vacations to regional diversity of the edible variety — shami kebabs, plum cakes, Dharwad pedhas, and besan laddoos. I made friends from Allahabad
and Jaipur, from Hyderabad and Lucknow, and from Kottayam
and Shillong. Classmates from Bengaluru made the city feel
like home.
On my irst visit to Mumbai, I stayed with a Maharashtrian
classmate’s family, and saw the city through the eyes of her
parents, witnesses to its many transformations. When I visited
Chennai last year, eight years after graduation, my husband
and I were graciously invited home by a Tamilian classmate’s
parents. We spent a wonderful afternoon talking about
Mylapore, Chennai’s heat and its history.
I have a photo from “Ethnic Day”, which was observed at the
NLS every year. I’m wearing a Kerala saree. There are a few
classmates in mundus, some in kurta-pyjamas. There’s one in a
ghaghra, another sporting a parandi and yet another in traditional Mizo gear. It is one of my many fond memories from the
NLS. My time at the NLS remains one of the most signiicant
foundational experiences of my life. My peers and I learnt that
although diferent, we are also the same in so many ways. More
than ever, our students need that understanding today.
The NLS was not without laws. If anything, it needs more diversity, not less. Many of us represented a thin sliver of India —
English-speaking, urban, upper class. Even more troublingly,
in a class of 80, there was not one Muslim.
The NLS owes its genesis to visionaries from Karnataka who
acknowledged the need for a national institution dedicated to
excellence in legal education. At least during my time at the
NLS, I don’t believe the student body gave enough of its time
and energies to the local community. This must be addressed,
but not at the expense of what lies at the very core of the institution. As you might expect, my fellow alumni are up in arms
on social media. I hope this debate sparks a broader conversation around domicile-based quotas, particularly in the context
of institutions deined by their national character.
There are critically important, unresolved questions relating to the new quota. What is clear is that it will irredeemably
dilute the student experience at the NLS, to the detriment of
precisely those whom it seeks to serve.
Simi George is a lawyer and public policy professional
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CONCEPTUAL

ACT ONE

Regulatory
capture

Cutting tribunals to size

Economics
A phenomenon where government regulatory agencies are influenced more
by the economic interests
of special interest groups,
rather than those of the
general public. Regulatory
capture is a form of government failure, where
government agencies fail
to perform their duties. Instead, they act against the
very interests of the general public that they are
mandated to protect. The
idea is widely used in the
study of the economics of
regulation to explain the
limits of government regulation as a solution to market failure. It was made
popular by George Stigler,
a member of the Chicago
School of Economics.
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GST implementation:
Who’s in, who’s not
http://bit.ly/GSTLaunch

The controversy over the
Finance Bill, 2017, being
passed as a money bill may
have died down, but questions about the legality of
the merger of several
tribunals remain alive. The
Bill included amendments
to legislation on multiple
subjects, in an attempt to
rationalise the functioning
of multiple tribunals.
As a result, what used to
be 26 tribunals are now
down to 19. For instance,
the Competition Appellate
Tribunal will be merged
with the National Company
Law Tribunal, while Telecom Dispute Appellate
Tribunal will also do the
work of the Cyber Law Appellate Tribunal and the
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority Appellate
Tribunal. Similarly, the
tribunal relating to the Employees’ Provident Fund
will be subsumed in the Industrial Tribunal.
This
rationalisation,
however, has raised ques-

JUNE 30, 1917

Government Control of Gold Imports.

The rationalisation of tribunals has raised questions
about their independence
K. Venkataramanan

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO

tions about the independence of these adjudicatory
bodies. This is because,
henceforth, the qualifications, tenure, conditions of
service,
removal
and
emoluments of the chairpersons and members of
these tribunals will all be
under the control of the
Centre, thanks to an omnibus provision under Section 184 of the Finance Act,
2017.
The Madras Bar Association has challenged in the
Madras High Court the
validity of these amendments contending that the
independence of these
tribunals, before which the
Centre is an interested
party in most matters, is
severely undermined. Besides questioning how adjudicatory bodies under different
laws
can
be
abolished by a money bill,
the petition also assails the
Centre taking over the entire process of removing the
presiding officers. In particular, the government, it

says, has given the go-by to
several salutary principles
laid down by the Supreme
Court in 2014 to secure the
independence of tribunals.
A similar petition has been
filed in Gujarat High Court.
It is interesting that after
the Finance Bill was passed,
an earlier 2014 Bill that
sought to bring uniformity
in the service conditions of
the presiding officers and
members
of
various
tribunals and authorities
was given up.
The Madras Bar Association has successfully challenged some provisions relating to the National
Company Law Tribunal as
well as the National Taxation Tribunal Act in the
past. The reconstitution of
the tribunals will be determined by the outcome of
the legal challenge. The essential question is whether
the doctrine of separation
of powers has been violated
and the independence of judicial bodies compromised
by the Finance Act.

Under an Ordinance issued to-day, the Government of India
are taking powers to acquire all imports of gold whether coin
or bullion in the case of current sovereigns at Rs. 15, £1, or in
the case of other coin or bullion at Rs. 17,53,344, grains troy of
fine gold, this being equivalent to standard price for gold,
namely pound 3-17-10.5 per standard ounce. These are rates
laid down in the Indian Paper Currency Act as those at which
gold may be held in paper currency reserve against the issue
of currency notes. Gold coins other than current sovereigns
will be paid for on the basis of their recognised legal finances
in accordance with the general custom followed at the larger
mints of the world-refined bars of recognised assay, 95%, on
delivery and the balance after the Government of India’s own
assay and raw gold after assay. Notification has also been issued to-day prohibiting the import of gold except under license.
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‘Not Dalit inclusion but mere tokenism’

Election for
V-P post on
August 5

Former Lok Sabha Speaker says Ram Nath Kovind’s nomination is not enough

Special Correspondent

INTERVIEW | MEIRA KUMAR

‘Killing in name of gau
bhakti not acceptable’

New Delhi

“Let’s work together and
create the India of Mahatma
Gandhi’s dreams. Let’s create an India our freedom
fighters would be proud of,”
he said, adding, “Violence
never has and never will
solve any problem and as a
society, there is no place for
violence.”

Too little, too late: Rahul
Soon after Mr. Modi’s
speech, Congress vice president Rahul Gandhi termed
it, “Too little, too late;
words mean nothing when
actions out do them.”
At the AICC briefing, Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad dubbed the remarks
“yet another publicity
stunt”.
Former Jammu and Kashmir chief minister Omar Abdullah however, lauded Mr.
Modi’s statement against violence in the name of cow
protection and expressed

Not enough,
says Mamata

Vikas Pathak

Fielded by the Opposition to take on the National Democratic Alliance’s presidential candidate Ram Nath Kovind, former Lok
Sabha Speaker Meira Kumar tells The Hindu that Mr. Kovind’s
candidature is mere tokenism if it is viewed as Dalit inclusion.

Special Correspondent
Kolkata

West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said on
Thursday that the killing of
people accused of eating
beef or slaughtering cows
must stop and “mere words
will not do.”
“We condemn the
killings taking place in the
name of cow protection.
This must stop. Just words
not enough,” she said on a
social media site.
hope that the vigilantes will
heed the PM’s advice.
“Well said sir. Here’s hoping the people carrying out
these despicable acts take
your words to heart and act
accordingly,” Mr. Abdullah
tweeted.

You have called the
presidential election a
contest of ideologies.
What do you see as the
core ideological strengths
of the Opposition?

I would say it is belief in an
inclusive society, social
justice, freedom of the press
and freedom of expression; a
vision for ending poverty
and upholding democracy.
The present government
has faced much criticism
over issues relating to
minorities and Dalits. So,
would you say that their
fielding Mr. Kovind, a
Dalit, is in fact an
inclusive gesture?

If it is so, I would term it as

IndiGo ofers to buy AI
overseas operations
Mr. Ghosh added that the
airline will be “equally” interested in “acquiring all the
airline operations of Air India and Air India Express.”
Making the announcement of IndiGo’s interest,
Civil Aviation Secretary R.N.Choubey on Thursday said,
“It only shows that market
sees Air India as a company
of tremendous value and
potential,” Mr. Choubey
said.

Not taking on debt
However, in a letter written
to
its
employees
on
Thursday, IndiGo said the
airline would not take on
the liabilities of the national
airline. “We are not going to
take on debts and liabilities
that could not be supported
by the new structured operations,” Mr. Ghosh said. He
added that if the acquisition
does not prove to be profitable, “we will not embark
on this journey.”
Air India has a total debt
of over Rs 50,000 crore
which includes its aircraft
and working capital loans.

IndiGo’s entry as a potential player to buy a stake in
the national airline took aviation experts by surprise.
“Given IndiGo’s unprecedented expansion plans and
the fierce competitive environment, bidding for AI will
be a strategic mistake,” said
Kapil Kaul, CEO – Indian
Subcontinent and Middle
East at Centre for Asia-Pacific Aviation.
IndiGo has over 40% market share on domestic
routes and flies to 36 domestic airports.

Other bidders
Minister of State Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha said other
private players — both national and international —
had also approached the
government “informally”
expressing interest in Air India’s stake sale.
The Central government
is yet to decide whether Air
India’s stake sale will be
open to foreign players.
“The Ministerial group will
take a call on the universe of
bidders,” Mr. Choubey said.

mere tokenism. They must
ensure zero atrocities on
these sections of society.
There should be no injustice
and no humiliation of anyone on grounds of caste or
religion. There should be
justice for Dalits and
minorities.
Are you saying they failed
to deliver justice to Dalits?

They have such a majority in
Parliament. They should be
able to implement things effectively. With the kind of
majority they have, they
should not be found wanting
in delivering justice.
Nitish Kumar, your ally in
Bihar — the State you

Do you mean to say Mr.
Nitish Kumar does not
believe in these
principles?

parties are
<
> 17
supporting us. Those

I would not want to comment on that.

come from — decided to
break ranks with the
Opposition in a contest
you call one of principles.
Your comment on that?
Also, does it partially
damage the fight itself?

You have said on record
that the presidential
contest should not be
seen as a Dalit vs Dalit
contest when we are in
the 21st century. Do you
then differ from BSP chief
Mayawati, who has said
she would back a Dalit for
the top post, thus seeing
this as an issue of Dalit
representation ?

Such things do happen. It

I do not see it the way you
are seeing it. The BSP is fully

who really believe in
these principles will
stay together

with us and with our cause.
In our system, the
President acts on the
advice of the Council of
Ministers. So,
cooperation between the
President and the
government is
important. Does your
candidature — claiming
certain principles that
you believe are
threatened under this
regime — not go against
the grain of this
relationship?

There is no friction between
the post of President and
Prime Minister. The President does act on the advice of
the Prime Minister. Yet, he
does enjoy power as the
head of the state and keeps
a keen eye on developments
in the country. That does
give ample opportunity to
implement the ideology of
our constitutional system.

With the tenure of VicePresident M. Hamid Ansari
coming to an end on August 10, if necessary, an
election for the post will be
conducted on August 5.
Announcing the schedule on Thursday, the Election Commission said a notification to this effect
would be issued on July 4.
Contestants can file nominations till July 18, while the
last date for the withdrawal
of candidatures is July 21.
The counting will be done
on August 5.
The Vice-President is
elected by the Electoral
College consisting of members of both the Houses of
Parliament in accordance
with the system of proportional representation, by
means of single transferable vote. The nominated
members of Rajya Sabha
and Lok Sabha are also eligible to participate in the
election.

Kovind to meet AIADMK factions separately
NDA presidential candidate to visit Chennai on Saturday and the northeast on July 6 and 7

INLD backs Kovind

Nistula Hebbar
NEW DELHI

On Saturday, NDA presidential candidate Ram Nath
Kovind will visit Chennai,
where separate meetings
have been planned with the
two factions of the ruling AIADMK.
One faction, led by V.K.
Sasikala — which includes
Chief Minister E. Palaniswamy — and the other, led
by former Chief Minister O.
Panneerselvam,
have
pledged him their support.
Even after securing the support of both factions, getting
them into one photo-op in
Chennai proved a problem,
so the BJP leadership hit
upon the idea of separate
meetings.
Union Minister for Health
J.P. Nadda, BJP general secretary in charge of Tamil
Nadu P. Muralidhar Rao and
Mangaluru MP Nalin Kateel
will accompany Mr. Kovind.
The party’s lone MLA in Kerala, O. Rajagopal, will also
travel to Chennai to meet Mr.

U.P. farm
loan waiver
likely from
August 1

Minorities are not
insecure: Naqvi

Staff reporter

Special Correspondent

Meerut:

NEW DELHI

The farm loan waiver
scheme is likely to be
rolled out from August 1 in
Uttar Pradesh, with preparations underway at the district level for the implementation.
Soon after taking oath,
Chief Minister Adityanath
announced a loan waiver
worth ₹30,729 crore for
2.15 crore small and marginal farmers, who had
taken crop loans of up to ₹1
lakh each. An additional
₹5,630 crore was given to
write-off NPAs of seven
lakh farmers, taking the
total farm loan waiver
amount to ₹36,359 crore.
State Chief secretary
Rahul Bhatnagar instructed senior district officials
via video conferencing on
Wednesday on preparations to implement the
scheme from August. According to Mr. Bhatnagar, a
portal will be launched to
document the loan and
land details of every
farmer. Officials were told
to ask all farmers to link
their
accounts
with
Aadhaar numbers to prevent duplication.
A district-level committee headed by the DM will
streamline the implementation in every district. He
said the proof certificate of
loan waiver would be distributed to the farmers by
the respective district administrations.
Meanwhile,
Mr
Adityanath told representatives of banks in the State
not to send recovery notices to farmers who are
eligible for the loan waiver
and not take any action
against them until the implementation of the farm
loan waiver scheme.

On a day when Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a
speech in Ahmedabad,
spoke out against cow vigilantism and the recent
killings, Union Minister for
Minority Affairs Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi said that no atmosphere of fear or insecurity prevailed among the
community.
“Some forces” wanted an
“agenda of destruction” to
dominate the Centre’s
“agenda of development”
and action was being taken
against them, he said on
Thursday.
He added, however, that
such incidents [recent
killings] cannot be justified
and appropriate action
would be taken against the
perpetrators. The government was committed to its
development plank.
“I do not think there is
fear or insecurity among the
minorities. But whatever incidents are taking place, be
it small or big, be it a criminal conspiracy, in no way is
it justified. Action should be
taken in accordance with
the law against them,” he
said. His response comes in
the backdrop of a 17-year-old
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happens in politics. It does
not damage the cause at all.
There are 17 parties supporting us. Those who really believe in these principles will
stay together.

Promises action in recent killings

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

The Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD), the main Opposition
party in Haryana, on
Thursday announced its
support to NDA presidential
nominee Ram Nath Kovind.
In Panchkula, Mr. Kovind
met the MLAs and MPs of
the BJP in Haryana and
Punjab and those of the
party’s ally Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD). He also met INLD
members.
“We have decided to
support Mr. Kovind for
President as he is the

perfect candidate. Meira
Kumar is not an UPA
candidate, but a Congress
candidate...,” INLD general
secretary Abhay Chautala,
MLA, told The Hindu. “Mr.
Kovind’s life has been
inspired by the ideology of
Chaudhary Devi Lal, and he
has led a clean public life,”
he said.
Mr. Kovind was
accompanied by External
Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj. Haryana Chief
Minister Manohar Lal
Khattar and SAD president
Sukhbir Badal were present.

The final port of call for
Mr. Kovind in the south
would be Karnataka. He will
in Bengaluru on July 5, accompanied by Union Minister for Parliamentary Affairs
H.N. Ananth Kumar, Minister
for Social Justice and Empowerment Thawarchand

Gahlot and BJP general secretary Saroj Pandey. “Mr.
Kovind will visit the Northeast on July 6 and 7. As of
now, the Chief Ministers of 21
States have extended support to him. We are confident of winning,” said a senior
office-bearer of the BJP.

CHANDIGARH

Winning support: Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar greets NDA presidential nominee
Ram Nath Kovind while External Afairs Minister Sushma Swaraj looks on, at a meeting of BJP
legislators in Panchkula, Haryana, on Thursday AKHILESH KUMAR
*

Kovind, so will the MLAs of
the NR Congress, led by
former Puducherry Chief
Minister N.R. Rangaswami.
The Indian National Lok
Dal of Haryana pledged support to Mr. Kovind on
Thursday, taking the number
of parties backing him to 30.

After meeting electoral
college members in Tamil
Nadu, Puducherry and Kerala, Mr. Kovind will visit Vijaywada in Andhra Pradesh
and Hyderabad in Telangana
on July 4, accompanied by
Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley and Information and

Broadcasting Minister M.
Venkaiah Naidu. The ruling
parties in these States —
Telegu Desam Party and Telangana Rashtra Samithi —
and the Opposition YSR Congress, led by Jaganmohan
Reddy, have already pledged
their support to Mr. Kovind.

MEA accepts U.S. use of
‘administered Kashmir’
Govt. move marks sharp shift in position on J&K

‘U.S. stand on Hizb
chief alarming’
Mirwaiz says dialogue will be afected
Peerzada Ashiq
SRINAGAR

Suhasini Haidar
NEW DELHI

Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi

boy being stabbed to death
as he was returning home to
Khandawli
village
in
Ballabgarh after shopping
for Eid in Delhi on June 22.

MPs walk out in protest
At a meeting of the parliamentary panel on minority
affairs later on Thursday, six
members walked out in
protest after Mr. Naqvi “refused” to condemn the recent killings. Those who
walked out were JD(U) MP
Ali Anwar Ansari Ansari,
E.T. Mohammed Basheer
from Muslim League, Idris
Ali from Trinamool Congress, Joy Abraham from
Kerala Congress and M.I.
Shanavas and Mausam Noor
from the Congress.
(With PTI inputs)

The External Affairs Ministry, in an apparent volte
face, accepted on Thursday
that the U.S.’s usage of the
term “Indian-administered
Jammu and Kashmir” was
acceptable and “affirms” India’s position.
In response to questions
on the issue that has snowballed ever since the U.S.
State department used the
term while designating
Hizbul Mujahideen commander Syed Salahuddin as
a Specially Designated
Global Terrorist on July 26,
the MEA spokesperson said,
“The use of the term ‘Indian-administered Jammu
and Kashmir’ merely affirms
our position that Syed Salahuddin has been involved
in cross-border terrorism in
India”.

Objections in UN
The acceptance of the term
appears to be in contrast to
the government’s position
earlier this month, when the
Ambassador and Permanent
Representative of India to
the United Nations Offices in
Geneva, Mr. Rajiv Chandar

told the Human Rights
Council that the term was
unacceptable. During the
proceedings of the 35th session, Ambassador Chandar
objected to the use of the
term by the Zeid Ra’ad alHussein, the United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights.
“The entire State of
Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India. Pakistan
remains in illegal occupation
of a part of our territory.
Therefore, the neutrality of
the phrase “Indian-administered Jammu & Kashmir” is
artificial,” the Indian envoy
had
said.
(http://
www.pmindiaun.org
/pages.php?id=1485)
Downplaying the significance of the American wording, the MEA spokesperson
also said the term had been
used before. “Similar term
has been used in the State
Department’s country reports on terrorism brought
out every year, including in
2010-2013,” he said.
In a second statement issued on Thursday evening
the MEA added that “India’s
position that the entire State
of Jammu & Kashmir is an in-

tegral part of India is well
known. The U.S. government has been apprised of
the same once again.”

Rarely used reference
In its report on Thursday,
The Hindu had reported that
the State Department website had rare references to
the term “Indian-administered” and had only used it
once in the context of designations of terrorists and Foreign Terrorist Organisations,
in 2001.
Former diplomats pointed out that the phrase,
which was objectionable to
India as New Delhi claims all
of Jammu and Kashmir as an
“integral part”, has been objected to in the past, even
when it is used by international publications.
“We don’t allow any map
or book or magazine to be
published with anything but
a full map of Jammu and
Kashmir. How can we accept
a term like this which divides Jammu and Kashmir?”
said former Ambassador
Rajiv Dogra, who has served
in Pakistan, and called the
MEA
statement
“irresponsible”.

Separatist groups fear that
categorising Hizbul Mujahideen chief Syed Salahuddin as “a global terrorist”
may “drift militancy in a different direction in Kashmir
as the decision has the potential to shrink space for
pro-dialogue groups, too.”
In an interview to The
Hindu, Hurriyat chairman
Mirwaiz Umar Farooq expressed apprehensions that
the U.S.’ move has “far
alarming ramifications” internally in Kashmir.
“Indigenous militant outfits here never linked up
with global terror and
worked around the Kashmir
issue. My fear is that militancy can drift in a different
direction as any wrong
branding of forces will pave
way for those forces who
completely reject the international system. Unfortunately, the U.S. decision will
be responsible for this.”

‘No change in stance’
Condemning the U.S. stand
on Salahuddin, who also
heads the United Jehad
Council (UJC) that comprises around 13 militant
outfits and is based in

Mirwaiz Umar Farooq

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir
(PoK), the Mirwaiz said the
Hurriyat commitment to
dialogue and its position on
seeking U.S. intervention
“will stay the same.”
“However, I fear the new
U.S. position may shrink
space for those canvassing
for dialogue processes in
the J&K,” he added.
The Mirwaiz said hostility
between India and Pakistan,
and Srinagar and New Delhi
had “reached a new level.”
“The militaristic position
taken by India on the Kashmir issue pushes south
Kashmir to the brink of a
nuclear war. In this situation, the U.S. has to take
more
pragmatic
decisions...,” said the Mirwaiz.

Pakistan bans TAJK backed by Haiz Saeed
Vijaita Singh
NEW DELHI

Tehreek-e-Azaadi
Jammu
and Kashmir (TAJK), which
India claims to be a front for
Hafiz Saeed’s Jamaat-udDawa, has been banned by
Pakistan after India raised
the issue at the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), a
global anti-financial terror
body, in February this year.

According to the website
of the National Counter Terrorism Authority (NCTA) under Pakistan’s Interior Ministry, TAJK was placed on the
list of “proscribed organisations” on June 8. There are
64 other outfits on the list,
which includes Jaish-e-Mohammad, Al Qaeda, Tehreeke-Taliban and Balochistan
Liberation Army.

On January 14, days before
JuD chief Hafiz Saeed was
put under “house arrest” in
Pakistan, he appeared at a
press conference held by
TAJK chairman Ghulam Mohammad Safi. In the video
available with The Hindu,
Safi said, “I congratulate
Hafiz Saeed that he has declared 2017 as the year of
Kashmir and that he has

agreed to run his programme under the banner of
TAJK.”
The video was put out by
the JuD’s cyber cell and also
sports the JuD logo. While
the JuD is not banned in
Pakistan, it was placed under the category of “organisations under watch” on
January 27. Three days later,
Saeed was placed in deten-

tion under pressure from the
United States.
India first raised the activities of TAJK at the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)
plenary at Paris in February.
“This the first time,
Pakistan has banned an outfit on the basis of representations submitted by India to
an international body,” said
a senior government official.
M ND-ND
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Army, PLA in a tug of war over Doklam Plateau
The area has huge strategic significance for both India and China
Josy Joseph
NEW DELHI

The Doklam Plateau, north
of the tri-junction between
Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet by
Indian claim, is not just a disputed area, but has huge
strategic significance for
both India and China.
The few square kilometres
of the plateau, which one officer familiar with the terrain
calls “more a ledge than anything else” because of its
steep mountains, is witnessing a tense stand-off between
detachments of the Indian
Army and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) for the past
few days. There have been
several incidents that have
culminated in the present
situation,
according
to
sources.

Bunkers destroyed
In recent days, the Chinese
are believed to have destroyed temporary bunkers of
the Indian Army, while the
Indian Army is accused of
objecting to a road construc-

PLA tests battle
tank near border
Press Trust of India
Beijing

The Chinese military on
Thursday said it has
conducted trials of a light
weight battle tank in Tibet
near the Indian border.
The 35-tonne tank has
carried out trials in the
plains of Tibet, PLA
spokesman Col Wu Qian
said at a media briefing
here.
tion by the Chinese side on
the disputed area. Finally,
there was also an incident of
jostling among the soldiers
of the two sides. Wedged
between Bhutan, India and
China are few areas of dispute — together accounting
for just over 750 square kilometres. Among the disputed

He was responding to
questions about reports
that the Chinese Army has
carried out an exercise
involving a new 35-tonne
light weight tank in Tibet.
On whether it is targeted
against India, he said,
“The goal is to test the
parameters of the
equipment and not
targeted against any
country.”
areas is Doklam (also called
Donglang in China), which is
just about 90 square kilometres where the present
dispute is taking pace.
For Chinese to reach the
China-Bhutan border posts,
Doklam provides an easy
way to construct their road,
and they have been trying to

do so and India has consistently objected to it. Not very
far from Doklam is the strategically important Chumbi
Valley in the Tibetan region,
to which Chinese are now
planning to expand their rail
connectivity.

Bigger buffer
The disputed area also
provides, according to India
perspective, a bigger buffer
to its sensitive Chicken’s
Neck, or the Siliguri Corridor, which is an extremely
narrow stretch of land that
connects the north-eastern
region to the rest of India.
From the Chumbi Valley it is
just a little over 100 kilometres away.
“Maybe 20 years down
the line, once we develop
our border infrastructure at
par with the Chinese, we can
be more welcoming of better
connectivity and be relaxed
about the dispute. Not for
now,” an ex-army officer
with extensive knowledge of
the India-China dispute said.

A ‘direct violation’ by China, says Bhutan

China denies its troops
entered Bhutan territory

‘Road construction by Beijing affects the process of demarcating boundary’

Asks New Delhi to respect 1890 convention

Press Trust of India
Thimphu/New Delhi

Bhutan on Thursday accused China of directly violating
the
agreement
between them by constructing a road inside its
territory.
In a strongly worded
statement, Bhutan also
asked China to stop constructing the motorable
road from Dokola in the
Doklam area towards the
Bhutan Army camp at Zompelri, which, it says, affects
the process of demarcating
the boundary between the
two countries. The comments by Bhutan come

IN BRIEF

amid an ongoing face-off
between the Indian and
Chinese troops in the Doklam
(also
known
as
Donglang) area of the
Sikkim sector.

Issues demarche
Bhutan said it had also issued a demarche to China
over the construction of the
road and asked Beijing to
restore the “status quo” by
stopping
the
work
immediately.
The feeling in India is
that the unilateral actions to
restore status quo against
tiny Bhutan in the Doklam
plateau has caused tension

Home Ministry to give
security nod for GSTN
Special Correspondent
New Delhi

Nitish appeals against
child marriage
PATNA

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar on Thursday made a
fervent appeal to people to
do away with the practice of
child marriage, the main
reason for stunted growth of
children in the State. “Bihar
has a problem of stunted
growth of children, the main
reason for which is child
marriage,” he said at a
function after inaugurating
the Uderasthan barrage in
Jehanabad. PTI

BJP legislator leads
protest against ‘momos’

between China and its
neighbours. Top officials
also said that “it was understood that India was compelled to step in for cooling
temperature and has urged
restraint and responsible
behaviour.”
Bhutan’s Foreign Ministry said it had conveyed to
the Chinese side — both on
the ground and through the
diplomatic channel — “that
the construction of the road
inside the Bhutanese territory is a direct violation of
the agreements and affects
the process of demarcating
the boundary between our
two countries.” The Don-

The Goods and Service Tax
Network (GSTN), the IT
backbone of the Goods and
Service Tax (GST) is all set to
get a security clearance
from the Home Ministry,
hours before the indirect
tax regime comes into effect
on July 1.
Though the GSTN has
been operational, it had not
got the security clearance —
a mandatory requirement as
it has private participation.
GSTN, a not-for-profit
private limited company,
has 51 per cent equity of five
private institutions — HDFC
Bank Ltd (10 per cent),
HDFC Ltd (10%), ICICI Bank
Ltd (10%), NSE Strategic Investment Corporation Ltd
(10%) and LIC Housing Fin-

ance Limited (11%). The
Central government has
24.5% equity in the GSTN,
whereas State governments,
two Union territories and
empowered committee of
State finance ministers together hold another 24.5%
stake.
The Finance Ministry is
looking into the GSTN with
respect to economic security whereas the Home Ministry is examining threat
perception to national security by any of the stakeholders in the company, a
ministry official said.
The procedure for granting security clearance to the
GSTN involves background
checking of office-bearers
and others concerned.
The Centre plans to roll
out the GST from July 1.

Atul Aneja

glong (Doklam) is a tri-junction area near the Chumbi
Valley. It is under China’s
control. However, Bhutan
claims sovereignty over the
area.
The statement from the
Bhutanese Foreign Affairs
Ministry said that boundary
talks were ongoing between
Bhutan and China and “we
have written agreements of
1988 and 1998 stating that
the two sides agree to maintain tranquillity in their border areas pending a final
settlement on the boundary
question, and to maintain
status quo on the boundary
as before March 1959.”

BEIJING

China on Thursday strongly
denied that its troops had
entered Bhutanese territory.
In his monthly defence
ministry
briefing
on
Thursday, PLA spokesman
Wu Qian speaking on the
Dolkam standoff said, “The
personnel have been operating on the Chinese territory.
We have made very clear to
the Indian side that they
should correct their wrong
doing and withdraw their
personnel from the Chinese
territory.”
The Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang
promised to release pic-

Cong. to boycott GST rollout
‘The midnight launch an insult to freedom struggle’
Special Correspondent
New Delhi

The Congress said on
Thursday that it will boycott
the government’s special
midnight June 30 function to
launch the Goods and Services Tax, dubbing it the
“grand
self-promoting
tamasha.”
The Left Parties, too, said
they would skip the programme.
Mallikarjuna Kharge

Chief speaker
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will be the chief
speaker at the launch
function.
However, the Congress
said the principal reason for
the boycott was its feeling
that it was inappropriate to
elevate the launch of a tax
reform to the stature of oc-

casions associated with the
freedom struggle. Leader of
the Congress in the Lok
Sabha Mallikarjuna Kharge
pointed out that the country’s Independence was
ushered in at midnight in
1947 in the Central Hall of
Parliament. Again, in 1972
and 1997, the 25th and 50th

anniversaries of Independence were commemorated
there
“to
rededicate
ourselves to the objectives of
the freedom struggle.”
Congress Deputy Leader
Anand Sharma, said the government was insulting the
freedom struggle and trivialising the sacrifices made by
comparing it with the announcement of a tax. “It is
unacceptable to us.”
Thanking all those who
had participated in the countrywide protests against
mob killings on Wednesday,
Leader of the Opposition in
the Rajya Sabha Ghulam
Nabi Azad said it was abhorrent that the government
should undertake a celebration of this nature at a time
when Dalits, minorities and
women were being attacked.

tures, seemingly as proof of
Beijing’s contention that Indian troops had transgressed
into
Chinese
territory.
“Since the illegal trespass
happened, we have lodged
solemn representation with
the Indian side in Beijing
and New Delhi. I think diplomatic channel of communication remains unimpeded,”
Mr Lu observed.
He added: “We urged the
Indian side to withdraw
troops back to Indian side of
the boundary. This is the
precondition for the settlement of the incident and
also the basis for us to conduct a meaningful dialogue.”

Mr. Lu stressed that
“truth cannot be covered
up”. “We again urge the Indian side to abide by historical boundary convention,
respect Chinese territorial
sovereignty and withdraw
the troops to the Indian side
to avoid escalations.”

Colonial basis
He explained that Sikkim
sector of the border “has a
clear legal basis”. “According to the convention
between China and Great
Britain in 1890, the boundary of Sikkim and Tibet shall
be the crest of the mountain
range separating the border
into the Teesta.”

President welcomes
GST, thanks PM, Jaitley
‘Delayed to include all shades of view’
Special Correspondent
Kolkata

Welcoming the introduction
of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) from July 1, President Pranab Mukherjee on
Thursday thanked Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on the introduction of a
single tax for the 130 crore
people in the country.
Mr. Mukherjee, who was
addressing a Global Summit
organised by The Institute
of Cost Accountants of India
in the city, said that with different kinds of taxes in the
country, a consumer had to
pay 30% to 40% more on
the cost of production of
goods or services.

Pranab Mukherjee
He, however, added that
the GST could not be imposed on the people. “We
delayed [the implementation of GST] to change with
consent. To get people
along with us, to accommodate various opinions in
the democratic process,” he
said.

JAMMU

A BJP legislator on Thursday
led a protest rally against
popular street food ‘momos’
and demanded a ban on its
sale. Ramesh Arora, a BJP
MLC, who launched the
campaign about a fortnight
ago, said that ‘momos’ were
“more dangerous than
alcohol and psychotropic
drugs“. In the presence of
some religious leaders and
over 100 people, activists
carried an effigy with slogans
and marched through the
heart of the city to make
people aware about its health
implications. PTI

Notice to GJM for using
children in procession
KOLKATA

West Bengal Commission for
Protection of Child Rights on
Thursday issued a show cause
notice to the Gorkha
Janmukti Morcha (GJM),
asking why action should not
be taken against the party for
using children in a political
procession on Wednesday. It
demanded a response within
seven days. On Wednesday,
hundreds of children,
including some teenagers,
took part in a rally on the
streets of Darjeeling. GJM
general secretary Roshan Giri,
however, said the rally was
“organised by people of
Darjeeling who brought their
children to the rally at their
own free will.”

CM
YK

Modi’s visit to upgrade
relationship with Israel
Israel clears Strategic Partnership deal on non-security issues
Suhasini Haidar
NEW DELHI

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s visit to Israel next
week will be reciprocated by
Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu later this
year, a senior MEA official
said here on Thursday.
“We are not looking at
[Mr. Modi’s] as a one-off
visit, but a whole year to celebrate the 25th year of full
relations between India and
Israel. Many events are
planned through the year,
and we are hoping that by
the end of the year we will
see an incoming visit by
their Prime Minister to India,” Secretary (Economic
Relations) Amar Sinha said,
speaking at an event to discuss the Prime Minister’s
two day visit from July 4. Israel’s Ambassador to India
Daniel Carmon attended the
event at Delhi’s Vivekananda
India Foundation as well.
On Thursday, the MEA
and the Israeli Embassy simultaneously announced Mr.
Modi’s visit. “This significant

Benjamin Netanyahu

visit, the first of an Indian
Prime Minister to Israel,
takes place on the backdrop
of marking 25 years of diplomatic relations between India and Israel, and will further upgrade the ever
growing
partnership
between the two countries,”
the announcement said.

Industrial R&D fund
According to officials involved in the preparations,
the visit will see the partnership being upgraded to a
“Strategic Partnership” on

issues like Water, Agriculture, Science and Technology, and Space. Ties in
more than 30 areas will be
upgraded through MoUs on
cybersecurity, agriculture,
tourism, health, connectivity, education, Ganga rejuvenation and even “attracting Bollywood”.
Both sides will also commit $40 million to an Industrial Research & Development fund to encourage
applied scientific research,
using Israeli innovation and
Indian expertise. Mr. Carmon said the Israeli Cabinet
had cleared the Strategic
Partnership on non-security
issues on June 24. “We have
signed Strategic partnerships with Africa, China and
Japan earlier. But this one
[with India] is much more
comprehensive,” he added.
The Ambassador said
there would be “no defence
component” to Mr. Modi’s
visit.
In April, India signed a $2
billion deal with an Israeli
firm for advanced missiles.
M ND-ND
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Trump
travel ban
comes
into efect

ELSEWHERE

Reuters
WASHINGTON

Turkey angry as Berlin
blocks Erdogan speech
BERLIN

Germany said on Thursday it
had rejected a request by
Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan to address
ethnic Turks living in
Germany next week on the
sidelines of a G20 summit,
sparking an angry response
from Ankara. AFP

Trump to meet Putin
at G-20 summit
WASHINGTON

U.S. President Donald Trump
will meet Russian President
Vladimir Putin at the G-20
summit next week in
Hamburg. National Security
Adviser H.R. McMaster said
the meeting with Mr. Putin is
among several scheduled for
when Mr. Trump is in
Germany. The agenda has not
been finalised, he added. AP

IS on the run as ‘caliphate’ crumbles in Iraq
Liberation of Mosul will mark the end of Islamic State’s Iraqi half; focus now shifts to Raqqa, the group’s capital in Syria
Reuters

5 found guilty in Boris
Nemtsov murder trial
MOSCOW

A jury found five men guilty
on Thursday in the
assassination of Russian
opposition leader Boris
Nemtsov. Nemtsov’s allies
believe it failed to bring the
masterminds to justice.
Nemtsov was dead as he was
walking across a bridge just
outside the Kremlin late one
night in 2015 . AP

Hong Kong set to mark
20 years of Chinese rule
HONG KONG

Chinese President Xi Jinping
said on Thursday Beijing seeks
a “far-reaching future” for
Hong Kong’s autonomy, but
he faces a divided city with
protesters angered by China’s
perceived interference as it
marks 20 years of Chinese
rule. Britain returned Hong
Kong to Chinese rule on July
1, 1997. AFP

Mosul/Erbil

The liberation of Mosul
would in effect mark the end
of the Iraqi half of the Islamic
State caliphate even though
the hardline group would
still control territory west
and south of the city. Its capital in Syria, Raqqa, is also
besieged by a U.S.-backed
Kurdish-led coalition.
“Their fictitious state has
fallen,” an Iraqi military
spokesman, Brigadier General Yahya Rasool, told state
TV.
The cost of the battle for
Mosul has been enormous,
however. In addition to military casualties, thousands of
civilians are estimated to
have been killed. About
900,000 people, nearly half
the pre-war population of
the northern city, have fled
the battle, mostly taking
refuge in camps or with relatives and friends, according
to aid groups.

Those trapped in the city
suffered hunger and deprivation as well as death or injury, and many buildings
have been ruined.
Counter Terrorism Service
(CTS) troops captured the
historic al-Nuri Mosque’s
ground in a “lightning operation” on Thursday, a commander of the U.S.-trained
elite units told state TV.

Children freed
Civilians living nearby were
evacuated in the past days
through corridors, he added.
CTS units are now in control
of the mosque area and the
al-Hadba and Sirjkhana
neighbourhoods and they
are still advancing, a military
statement said. Other government units, from the
Army and police, were closing in from other directions.
An elite Interior Ministry
unit said it freed about 20
children believed to belong
to Yazidi and other minorit-

Tightening the noose: Iraqi forces advance towards the Grand
al-Nuri Mosque in the Old City of Mosul on Thursday. AFP
*

ies persecuted by the insurgents in a quarter north of
the Old City.
A U.S.-led international
coalition is providing air and
ground support to the Iraqi
forces fighting through the
Old City’s maze of narrow alleyways. But the advance remains an arduous task as the
insurgents are dug in the

Cardinal faces sex assault charges
George Pell is the highest-ranking Vatican oicial to be charged in abuse scandal
are multiple complainants
against Cardinal Pell, Commissioner Patton said, but
he gave no other details.

Associated Press
Vatican City

Cardinal George Pell, a top
adviser to Pope Francis, took
a leave of absence as the Vatican’s
financial
chief
Thursday to fight criminal
charges in his native Australia that alleged he committed sexual assault years
ago.
Cardinal Pell forcefully
denied the accusations, denounced what he called a
“relentless character assassination” in the media and
said he would return to Australia to clear his name. “I repeat that I am innocent of
these charges. They are
false. The whole idea of
sexual abuse is abhorrent to
me,” he said in an appearance at the Vatican press office.
Cardinal Pell, 76, is the
highest-ranking Vatican official ever to be charged in the
church’s long-running sexual
abuse scandal, and the de-

Cardinal George Pell

velopments pose a new and
serious obstacle for Pope
Francis in his promised
“zero tolerance” policy.
Victoria
state
Police
Deputy
Commissioner
Shane Patton announced the
charges on Thursday, saying
police had ordered Cardinal
Pell to appear in court on
July 18 to face multiple
counts of “historical sexual
assault offences,” meaning
offences that generally occurred some time ago. There

Trump launches personal
attack on journalist
She had criticised the administration

Focus of probe
The Cardinal has faced allegations for years that he mishandled cases of clergy abuse when he was archbishop
of Melbourne and, later,
Sydney. More recently, however, Cardinal Pell himself
became the focus of a clergy
sex abuse investigation, with
Victoria detectives interviewing him in the Vatican
last year.
It is unclear what allegations the charges announced on Thursday relate
to, but two men, now in
their 40s, previously have
said Cardinal Pell touched
them inappropriately at a
swimming pool in the late
1970s, when he was a senior
priest in Melbourne.
Mr. Patton said in Melbourne that none of the al-

Washington

U.S.
President
Donald
Trump
on
Thursday
launched a brutal personal
attack on MSNBC journalist
Mika Brzezinski, after she
sharply criticised his administration's dysfunction in a
segment on her show.
“I heard poorly rated
@Morning_Joe speaks badly
of me (don’t watch anymore),” Mr. Trump tweeted,
referring to a morning news
show featuring Ms. Brzezinski and co-host Joe Scarborough. “Then how come low
I.Q. Crazy Mika, along with
Psycho Joe, came to Mar-aLago 3 nights in a row
around New Year’s Eve, and
insisted on joining me. She
was bleeding badly from a
face-lift. I said no!”
Ms. Brzezinski had said
during Thursday’s ‘Morning
Joe’ program: “Everybody in
Washington... in the adminCM
YK

istration, needs to look at
this from... a point of view
where they’re not lobotomised because you’re sitting
in there and you’re so
scared of him, and you
think you need to suck up to
the President.”

Not afraid
If a boss at NBC “started
tweeting
wildly
about
people’s appearances, bullying people... lying every day,
undermining his managers,
throwing them under the
[bus]” — that person would
be thrown out, Ms. Brzezinski had said.
She appeared to be uncowed, responding to Mr.
Trump’s attack by posting
on Twitter a photo of a child
reaching for cereal. “Made
for little hands,” the caption
read — a taunt that has been
levelled against the imageconscious Mr. Trump since
the days of his candidacy.

broadcast then is to this day
the only video recording of
him as “caliph”.
The Islamic State last
week broadcast a video
showing much of the
mosque and brickwork minaret reduced to rubble. Only
the stump of the Hunchback
remained, and a dome of the
mosque supported by a few
pillars which resisted the
blast. The mosque was
named after Nuruddin alZanki, a noble who fought
the early Crusaders from a
fiefdom that covered territory in modern-day Turkey,
Syria and Iraq. It was built in
1172-73, shortly before his
death, and housed an Islamic
school.
The Old City’s stone buildings date mostly from the
medieval period. They include market stalls, a few
mosques and churches, and
small houses built and rebuilt on top of each other
over the ages.

‘Formal, documented’
It also specified that the relationship with a U.S. entity
“must be formal, documented, and formed in the
ordinary course, rather
than for the purpose of
evading the E.O.”, referring
to the executive order
signed by U.S. President
Donald Trump on March 6
that barred most U.S. travel
by citizens of the six nations for 90 days.
The six nations included
in the executive order are
Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen.
The travel ban was set to
go into effect at 8 p.m. EDT
(midnight
GMT)
on
Thursday, the cable said.

Vietnam jails
prominent
activist

May wins major conidence
vote over government plan

Reuters

Tory government squeezes through with help of the DUP

HANOI

A Vietnamese court jailed a
prominent blogger for 10
years on Thursday for publishing propaganda against
the state, her lawyer said,
the latest crackdown on
critics of the Communist
Party.
Nguyen
Ngoc
Nhu
Quynh, 37, known as “Me
Nam” (Mother Mushroom),
was found guilty at a fullday trial by a court in central province of Khanh Hoa,
six months after she was
arrested for posting antistate reports, including
one about civilians dying in
police custody.
Despite sweeping reforms in Vietnam’s economy and increasing openness
towards
social
change, including LGBT
rights, the Communist
Party retains tight media
censorship and zero tolerance for criticism.

Reuters
London

British
Prime
Minister
Theresa May won backing
for her policy programme
with a slender parliamentary majority on Thursday in
the first test of her authority
after an election setback and
growing pressure on her
Brexit and austerity agenda.
Ms. May cut short a visit
to Berlin and her Defence
Minister, Michael Fallon, left
Brussels to dash back to Britain for the vote, underlining
her precarious position after
she lost her Conservative
Party's parliamentary majority on June 8.

Difficult vote
On Wednesday, she saw off
an attempt by the Opposition Labour Party to defeat
her in a vote on public sector pay, thanks partly to the

Theresa May

support of the Democratic
Unionist Party, a small
Northern Irish party which
she secured under a deal to
help her pass legislation. It
was that backing that helped
her squeeze enough votes to
pass her policy programme,
set out to Parliament by
Queen Elizabeth last week,
winning with 323 votes to
309. The vote was not
without difficulties. Opposition
parties
proposed
amendments which tested

the discipline of Ms. May’s
supporters and the government had to make a concession on abortion rights, making funds available in
England for women arriving
from Northern Ireland for
abortions, to avoid defeat.
Other amendments challenged her stance on Britain’s departure from the
European Union, demanding that the country stay in
the bloc’s single market, and
on austerity, criticising her
for not investing in the economy. Both were rejected.
But the vote shows how
difficult it will be for Ms. May
to push through legislation
needed to ease Britain’s departure from the European
Union and underlines how
little room for manoeuvre
she has as Conservative lawmakers jockey for position
to replace her.

Deposed Saudi Prince Nayef conined to palace
U.S. oicial says new Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman does not want any opposition from the royal family
The New York Times

Agence France-Presse

legations against Cardinal
Pell has been tested in any
court, adding, “Cardinal
Pell, like any other defendant, has a right to due process.”
Vatican spokesman Greg
Burke said the Holy See had
learnt with “regret” of the
charges and that the work of
Cardinal Pell’s office would
continue in his absence, albeit only its “ordinary” affairs. In a statement to reporters while sitting beside
Cardinal Pell, the spokesman
said the Vatican respected
Australia’s justice system but
recalled that the Cardinal
had “openly and repeatedly
condemned as immoral and
intolerable” acts of sexual
abuse against minors.
“The Holy Father, who
has appreciated Cardinal
Pell’s honesty during his
three years of work in the
Roman Curia, is grateful for
his collaboration,” Mr. Burke
added.

middle of civilians, using
mortar fire, snipers, booby
traps and suicide bombers to
defend their last redoubt.
The military estimated up
to 350 militants were still in
the Old City last week but
many have been killed since.
They are besieged in one
sq km making up less than
40% of the Old City and less

than 1% of the total area of
Mosul, the largest urban
centre over which they held
sway in both Iraq and Syria.
Those residents who have
escaped the Old City say
many of the civilians trapped
behind IS lines — put last
week at 50,000 by the Iraqi
military — are in a desperate
situation with little food, water or medicines. “Boys and
girls who have managed to
escape show signs of moderate malnutrition and carry
psychosocial scars,” the UN
Children’s Fund UNICEF said
in a statement. Thousands of
children remain at risk in
Mosul, it said.
Baghdadi proclaimed himself “caliph,” or ruler of all
Muslims, from the Grand alNuri Mosque’s pulpit on July
4, 2014, after the insurgents
overran vast swathes of Iraq
and Syria. His speech from
the mosque was the first
time he revealed himself to
the world and the footage

Visa applicants from six
Muslim-majority countries
must have a close U.S. family relationship or formal
ties to a U.S. entity to be
admitted to the United
States under guidance distributed by the U.S. State
Department.
The directive defined
close family as a parent,
spouse, child, adult son or
daughter,
son-in-law,
daughter-in-law or sibling,
including step-siblings and
other step-family relations,
according to a cable distributed to all U.S. diplomatic posts on Wednesday
and seen by Reuters.
Close family “does not
include
grandparents,
grandchildren,
aunts,
uncles, nieces, nephews,
cousins, brothers-in-law
and sisters-in-law, fiancés,
and any other ‘extended’
family members,” according to the cable, first reported by the Associated
Press.
Immigration
experts
noted that fiancés, grandparents and grandchildren
did not qualify as a close
family relationship.

Beirut

The recently deposed crown
prince of Saudi Arabia, Mohammed bin Nayef, has been
barred from leaving the kingdom and confined to his
palace in the coastal city of
Jiddah, according to four current and former U.S. officials
and Saudis close to the royal
family.
The new restrictions on
the man who until last week
was next in line to the throne
and ran the kingdom’s
powerful internal security
services sought to limit any
potential opposition for the
new Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, 31, the
officials said.
It was unclear how long
the restrictions would remain in place. An adviser to
the Saudi royal court referred queries to the Information Ministry, whose officials could not immediately
be reached for comment on

Wednesday. A senior official
in the Saudi Foreign Ministry
reached by telephone Wednesday night described the
account as “baseless and
false.” King Salman, shook
up the line of succession last
week with a string of royal
decrees that promoted his favourite son, Mohammed bin
Salman, to Crown Prince and
removed Mohammed bin
Nayef, 57, from the line of
succession.

End of career
The elder prince was also replaced as Interior Minister
by a 33-year-old nephew,
marking the end of a career
that had won him deep respect in Washington and
other foreign capitals for his
work dismantling al-Qaeda’s
networks inside the kingdom
after a string of deadly
bombings a decade ago.
Supporters of Mohammed
bin Salman, often referred to
as MBS, have lauded his pro-

ing the hand of Mohammed
bin Nayef, often referred to
as MBN, who wishes him
well.

Out of favour: Saudi boys in front of a billboard showing King
Salman, centre, with his son Mohammed bin Salman and
Prince Mohammed bin Nayef, left, in Taif. FILE PHOTO
*

motion, saying it empowered
a young, ambitious prince
who has laid out a positive
vision for the kingdom’s
future.
But his elevation effectively ended the political prospects of many older
princes, some of whom consider him rash, power
hungry and inexperienced.
Mohammed bin Salman also

serves as the kingdom’s Defence Minister, putting him
in charge of Saudi Arabia’s
costly military intervention
against the Houthi rebels in
neighbouring Yemen.
Saudi state news media
has gone out of its way to
portray a smooth transition,
repeatedly broadcasting a
video showing Mohammed
bin Salman deferentially kiss-

Royals are upset
But the restrictions placed
on the elder prince suggest
fear that some members of
the sprawling royal family
are upset with the change,
and that public appearances
by him could exacerbate
such sentiments.
“It’s an indication that
MBS does not want any opposition,” a senior U.S. official said. “He wants a
straight elevation without
any dissent — not that MBN
was
plotting
anything
anyway.”
The official said the U.S.
government was in contact
with the Saudi Interior Ministry, but that U.S. officials
had not had any formal contact with Mohammed bin
Nayef and were monitoring
the situation closely. “MBN

has been such a great friend
and partner of the U.S., we
would not want to see him
treated inelegantly or indecorously,” the senior U.S. official said.
Since Mohammed bin
Nayef ’s removal from the
line of succession, several
veteran U.S. counterterrorism and intelligence officials
who had strong relationships
with him have privately expressed outrage at his treatment. But they were wary of
speaking publicly given the
strong support for King Salman and his son from President Donald Trump and other
top aides, including Jared
Kushner, the President’s
son-in-law.
Mohammed bin Salman
dined with Mr. Trump at the
White House in March. That
cleared the way for Trump’s
visit to Saudi Arabia, where
he declared the Saudis key
allies in combating terrorism
and extremism.
M ND-ND
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market watch
29-06-2017

% CHANGE

Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddd 30,858 ddddddddddddddd0.08
US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddd 64.63 ddddddddddddd -0.12
Gold ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,300 ddddddddddddddd0.17
Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddd 47.92 ddddddddddddddd1.65

Jindal eyes stressed steel irms’ assets
Company seeks shareholders’ approval to raise ₹14,000 crore to fund the acquisitions
Piyush Pandey

NIFTY 50

MUMBAI
PRICE CHANGE

ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1579.95. . . . . . . . -0.10
Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 364.50. . . . . . . . . 0.00
Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 246.90. . . . . . . . . 1.25
Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1104.55. . . . . . . . -4.60
Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 670.85. . . . . . . . -0.70
Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 512.10. . . . . . . 20.10
Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2801.30. . . . . . . 24.25
Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 155.50. . . . . . . . -0.10
Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 382.45. . . . . . . . . 5.25
Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23263.60. . . . . . -45.45
BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 626.05. . . . . . . . . 9.35
Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543.75. . . . . . . . . 6.90
Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245.15. . . . . . . . -0.60
Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2651.50. . . . . . . . -0.25
Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 27340.05. . . . . 115.20
GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 362.35. . . . . . . . . 6.30
HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 847.60. . . . . . . . -0.80
HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1632.20. . . . . . . . . 3.20
HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1663.05. . . . . . . . -3.40
Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3716.35. . . . . . . 27.90
Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192.20. . . . . . . . . 2.35
Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1088.10. . . . . . . . -1.90
Indiabulls HFL . . . . . . . .. . . . 1095.60. . . . . . . 20.45
ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293.25. . . . . . . . . 2.90
IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1479.55. . . . . . -11.10
Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 378.20. . . . . . . . . 1.75
Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 930.20. . . . . . . . . 5.50
Indian OilCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 386.85. . . . . . . . -0.30
ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311.60. . . . . . . . . 3.25
Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 948.35. . . . . . -23.85
L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1703.65. . . . . . . . . 0.40
Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1055.60. . . . . . . . -9.10
M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1355.65. . . . . . . . -0.40
Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 7224.35. . . . . . . . -0.70
NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158.65. . . . . . . . -1.00
ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157.85. . . . . . . . -0.25
PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 208.00. . . . . . . . . 0.40
Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1392.70. . . . . . . . -5.80
State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.45. . . . . . . . -3.95
Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 536.90. . . . . . . . -8.55
Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 435.60. . . . . . . . -6.90
Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 268.30. . . . . . . . -6.05
Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.55. . . . . . . . -0.10
Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535.05. . . . . . . 14.45
TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2333.25. . . . . . -16.80
Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 388.85. . . . . . . . -3.40
UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 3953.75. . . . . . . . -4.50
Vedanta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251.20. . . . . . . . . 8.65
Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259.30. . . . . . . . . 0.90
YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1438.50. . . . . . -11.20
Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 488.85. . . . . . . . . 4.30

EXCHANGE RATES
Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit
except yen at 4 p.m. on June 29
CURRENCY

TT BUY

TT SELL

US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 64.43. . . . . . . 64.75
Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 73.43. . . . . . . 73.80
British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 83.56. . . . . . . 83.98
Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.17. . . . . . . 57.48
Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.50. . . . . . . . . 9.55
Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 67.19. . . . . . . 67.52
Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 46.67. . . . . . . 46.91
Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 49.46. . . . . . . 49.71
Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 14.98. . . . . . . 15.07
Source:Indian Bank

BULLION RATES

CHENNAI

June 29 rates in rupees with previous
rates in parentheses
Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 41.90. . . . . (41.80)
22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,768. . . . . (2,777)

JSW Group is weighing options to buy stressed steel assets, including those of debtladen Essar Steel, Bhushan
Steel and Monnet Ispat
whose lenders have referred
them to the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) to
initiate
insolvency
proceedings.
The proceedings will be
taken up under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code
(IBC) 2016.
“We will look at all these
assets under stress from opportunity point of view,” said
Sajjan Jindal, chairman JSW
Group, on the sidelines of
the company’s AGM.
“So far as they are valueaccretive, we will look at it. I
will not name the company
but we are evaluating all the
assets, we will see which one

Steely resolve: We will look at all these assets under stress
from opportunity point of view, says Sajjan Jindal.
is most value accretive,” he
said.
In a bid to fund the acquisition, JSW Steel moved a resolution seeking shareholders
approval to raise ₹14,000
crore.
“The QIP and the fund
raising resolution that we

India worst hit in APAC
by Petya: Symantec

have taken at the AGM is
more of an enabling resolution, given there are many
stressed assets in India and
globally. But as of now we
don’t have a real chance of
diluting our equity. There is
no timeline as the funds
would be raised based upon

Jindal told The Hindu,
“There is no status update
on that. There are some preconditions attached to the
deal. Power sector is not doing well so that deal is on the
backburner for now.”

Electric cars
Talking about his electric car
project, Mr. Jindal said that
was a project for the future.
JSW was actively working on
and will play a leading role
[in the proposal].
Asked about Tesla CEO
Elon Musk’s reported comments that ecosystem in India was not ready for electric
vehicles, Mr. Jindal said,
“That’s where the future is
going to be. India is a funny
country where supply drives
everything. So once you start
supplying, things will fall in
place. JSW will play a leading
role in it.”
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Driving in luxury

Ukraine bore the brunt of the attack
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

India has been the worst hit
country in the Asia Pacific
region and the seventh most
impacted nation worldwide
by the Petya ransomware,
according to cybersecurity
service provider Symantec.
The Petya ransomware
was the second big scale cyberattack after WannaCry in
May. The Petya ransomware
not only encrypts files, it
locks the entire disk, making it basically unusable until the infection is removed.
It shuts down the system
after the infection and asks
for ransom of $300 in bitcoins on rebooting.
As per findings by Symantec, Ukraine was worst
hit by the ransomware, followed by the U.S., Russia,

France, the U.K., Germany,
India China and Japan.
“Symantec has confirmed
that MEDoc, a tax and accounting software package,
is used for the initial insertion of Petya into corporate
networks. MEDoc is widely
used in Ukraine, indicating
that organizations in that
country were the primary
target,” the security services
provider said.
After gaining an initial
foothold, Petya uses a variety of methods to spread
across corporate networks.
Some corporations including Russia’s largest oil company Rosneft, Ukraine's international airport, shipping
firm AP Moller-Maersk, and
advertising giant WPP have
come under attack from the
latest ransomware.

Straight drive: BMW India introduced the all new BMW 5 Series sedan with an ex-showroom
price starting ₹49.9 lakh. The car will be available in diesel and petrol variants from July 1.

Ministry keen on sticking
with Air India brand name

‘Reforms,
CEZs to aid
growth’

Has value from a sentimental perspective, says Minister

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

The Civil Aviation Ministry is
in favour of retaining Air India’s (AI) brand name even
as the Centre is looking for a
strategic investor to buy a
stake in the national carrier.
Civil Aviation Minister
Ashok Gajapathi Raju said
the brand name Air India
had a “sentimental value attached to it.”
Ashok Gajapathi Raju

Brand value
“It would make economic
sense to stay with the Air India brand,” Minister of State
Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha
told the media on Thursday.
“It also has a value from an
emotional perspective. Anybody interested in Air India
will be keen on its brand
value as well.”
The airline was founded
by J.R.D. Tata as Tata Airlines in 1932. Tata Airlines
became a public limited
company under the name
Air India. Even after the

need,” said Mr. Jindal.
After losing a $2 billion bid
to acquire Italian steel firm
Ilva to an ArcelorMittal-led
consortium, Mr. Jindal is cautious on oveseas expansion.
“Ilva Steel is allotted to ArcelorMittal and we are out of
the race. Our experience
with overseas investments is
not very good so we are very
watchful but we are not saying no to any investment.
Our U.S. plant under Trump
administration is doing very
well because of their policy
of America first. We are looking for few opportunities in
the U.S. also.” he said.
According to Mr. Jindal,
lack of decision making was
hampering deals in the
power sector. But he was optimistic of the situation improving over time.
On the $1 billion deal to
buy out JSPL power unit, Mr.

merger of its national and international operations, it
continued to operate under
the Air India brand.
The government clarified
that the stake sale in AI will
not impact its flight operations. “We are very clear that
all commitments and contracts that Air India has undertaken right now will be
fully honoured. It pertains to
passengers, employees, financial institutions and all
other stakeholders,” Mr.
Sinha said.

The Aviation Ministrysaid
that the group constituted
under Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley to chalk out the
path of AI’s strategic disinvestment will deliberate
upon a proposal to hive off
its assets to a shell company.
“The non-operational assets
of Air India such as real estate and art treasures may
be hived off. The group will
take a final call on it,” Civil
Aviation Secretary R.N.
Choubey said.
He said the group would
also take a decision on
whether the subsidiaries will
be divested separately.
“Whether
subsidiaries
should go as part of Air India
meaning whoever buys Air
India automatically buys this
or whether they should be
completely de-merged and
divested simultaneously but
separately will be decided,”
he added. The Centre was
also open to sell Alliance Air
and Air India Express to
private players.

GST transition to
pose hurdles: ADB
Pricing strategy to be crucial for irms
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

Asian Development Bank
president Takehiko Nakao
termed the roll-out of the
Goods and Services Tax as
an
important
reform
achievement of the NDA government, but suggested that
it could pose challenges on
account of several factors —
especially the multiplicity of
tax rates.
While he commended the
government’s resolve to
push forward with reforms
in several areas, the ADB
chief said India must put
more energy into reforms of
its labour and land acquisition laws as well as regulations governing foreign direct investment so that the
economy can grow faster
than countries like China on
a sustained basis.
Speaking to reporters
after meeting Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in the capital, Mr. Nakao said the impact of GST on the economy
is difficult to gauge at this
stage but its biggest benefit
would be the integration of
the Indian economy into a
single market.
“There are many different
views about GST because of
so many tax rates, for instance. So its application is a
very important challenge.
From my experiences in Japan, when we introduce a
new tax, especially such an
advanced instrument of taxation like GST, sometimes
businesses have to think
about pricing based on the
new tax burden,” he said.
Arriving at an effective
pricing strategy in the GST
era would be the most critical challenge for businesses
and would impact their profitability, the ADB chief pointed out.
“Some businesses can enjoy a reduction of tax burden from the previous multiple taxes to the GST, but

Takehiko Nakao
there are also services or
other businesses which
would have a more tax burden. So how businesses can
adjust to the new tax arrangement by pricing is one
big issue. If they cannot shift
the tax burden properly,
they must reduce their
profit,” he explained.

Multiplicity of rates
The multiplicity of rates India has opted for the GST,
would also be a challenge for
officials
as
well
as
businesses.
“There is the tax on the
output and the tax credit on
input, but there are so many
different tax rates so how to
apply different rates to different commodities and services for output as well as input, is an issue,” Mr. Nakao
said.
The dual tax enforcement
structure India has adopted
— whereby both States and
the Centre would be in
charge of enforcement —
could be problematic too,
the ADB chief said, mooting
a clear arrangement that
doesn’t make compliance
difficult. “There can be
some transition issues,” he
concluded.
Earlier, Mr. Jaitley met
representatives of trade and
industry and asked them to
ensure all benefits arising
out of the implementation of
the new tax regime were
passed on to customers, according to a statement from
the Finance Ministry.

MUMBAI

Labour, land and agriculture reforms along with development of coastal economic zones (CEZs) and
new cities will help India
achieve rapid economic
growth, according to NITI
Aayog
vice
chairman
Arvind Panagariya.
“No doubt we can grow,
but that will require a lot of
reforms like labour reform,
agri-related reforms and
coastal zones... new cities
will have to come up,” he
said adding that some
States were keen on creating such zones that will
create employment opportunities as well.
Mr. Panagariya, speaking at a discussion on ‘NITI
Action Agenda and the Indian Economy’ organised
by the Reserve Bank of India, suggested that India
should undertake projects
with a lower gestation
period, similar to China.
“We should start on a limited scale and create a few
models,” he said.

Thomas Cook buys Kuoni irms for ₹125 cr.
The acquisition will help the travel company expand its presence to 21 countries
Lalatendu Mishra
MUMBAI

Thomas Cook India Group,
the holding company of Fairfax in India, has acquired
five destination management
companies of Kuoni Group
for ₹125 crore.
“The acquisition will deliver greater synergies and
growth opportunities across
inbound, outbound, MICE
and corporate travel businesses,” said Madhavan
Menon, chairman and managing director, Thomas Cook
India Group.
In April,the company had
entered into an agreement
with Kuoni to acquire these
businesses located in Asia,
Australia, Middle East, Africa
and Americas and the deal
closed on Thursday, Thomas
Cook India said.
The acquisition will enable Thomas Cook India
CM
YK

Proitable buy: The acquisition will add ₹1,000 crore to
Thomas Cook’s sales and ₹25 crore to PBT. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK
*

Group to expand its global
footprint to 21 countries in 4
continents, a top executive
of the company said.
These companies include
Asian Trails in Asia Pacific,
Allied T Pro in North America, Desert Adventures in
Middle East, ATM in Australia and Private Safaris

across Southern and Eastern
Africa.

Top line to grow
With the addition of 17 new
countries through the acquisition, Thomas Cook India Group’s travel business
network had expanded significantly, Mr. Menon said

adding the acquisition will
add ₹1,000 crore to the company’s top line and ₹25 crore
to profit before tax (PBT).
Prior to this acquisition,
the Group’s Thomas Cook
(India), SOTC Travel, TCISITA and Kuoni Hong Kong
had a network spanning 4
countries which include India, Sri Lanka, Mauritius and
Hong Kong. Post acquisition,
The Thomas Cook India
Group’s employee strength
has gone up to 6,500 people
in 21 countries. It has a combined revenue of ₹8,700
crore. “This acquisition of a
significant part of Kuoni’s
Global Destination Management network represents an
important milestone for a
rapidly growing Thomas
Cook India Group as we deliver on our stated strategy of
rapid expansion in the Asia
Pacific region,” he said.
M ND-ND
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INTERVIEW | KUMAR MANGALAM BIRLA

‘The action is in India, so now
our focus is completely here’
Idea, Vodafone merger expected to be completed by the middle of 2018
Tyagi asks MFs to hone
due diligence on bonds
MUMBAI

Mutual funds have to work
on due diligence practices
before picking up corporate
bonds and should not rely
only on credit ratings given
the rising defaults, SEBI
Chairman Ajay Tyagi said on
Thursday. “There are
instances of defaults on debt
portfolio so naturally mutual
funds need to strengthen
their due diligence and
evaluation mechanisms,” Mr.
Tyagi told an AMFI summit
here. PTI

BBB interviews four SBI
MDs for chairman’s post
NEW DELHI

The Banks Board Bureau,
headed by former CAG Vinod
Rai, on Thursday interviewed
four candidates for the SBI
chairman’s post, which will
fall vacant after the
retirement of Arundhati
Bhattacharya in October.
Four SBI managing directors
were interviewed by three
sub-committees, sources
said. B. Sriram, the seniormost MD, along with Rajnish
Kumar, P. K. Gupta and
Dinesh Kumar Khara faced
the panel, sources said. PTI

Centre to approve FDI
proposals in 8-10 weeks
NEW DELHI

The government will clear all
FDI proposals requiring
approval within a maximum
of 10 weeks after the receipt
of an application as per the
standard operation
procedure, which replaces
FIPB. According to the
procedure released by the
DIPP on Thursday,
applications that require
security nod would take a
cumulative time period of 10
weeks. PTI

CM
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is no new
<
> There
capacity addition

Piyush Pandey

Aditya Birla Group chairman
Kumar Mangalam Birla,
whose UltraTech Cement on
Thursday completed the
acquisition of Jaypee group’s
six cement plants and five
grinding units for ₹16,159
crore, spoke in an interview
about the group’s business
plans. Edited excerpts:
What does this deal mean
for UltraTech?

This deal primarily gives
us complete geographical
coverage, including eastern
Uttar Pradesh and coastal
Andhra Pradesh.
We didn’t have a presence
there.
In some States, we were
there but not strong enough,
like in Uttarakhand and
Himachal Pradesh.
Also, the complexity of
setting up greenfield assets
is still there.
■

What will your focus be
now?

Now the focus is on
upgrading these assets,
retrofitting them, improving
efficiency and utilising the
capital.
Whole focus is now on
consolidation and getting
returns out of these assets.
We will invest a further ₹500
crore to ₹700 crore spread
over the next two years.
■

How does this deal
impact the financials?
■ Even after such a
significant investment, the
financials are very strong.
Our debt to equity is about
0.6, debt to EBITDA is 2.6.
Generally, after such big
acquisitions, the financials
are stretched so it speaks
volumes about the financial
health of the company.

so I don’t see
[cement] prices
going up or down
management of Grasim is to
ensure that discount goes
down substantially.

Are you looking at
refinancing your loans for
UltraTech?

No, most of it is done and
most of the financing is at
sub 8% level.

capacity addition so I don’t
see prices going up or down
after this transaction.

■

Given that two large
deals, including Lafarge
and Jaypee, are done, do
you see more scope for
consolidation in the
industry?

I don’t think that there is
any trigger for consolidation
now.

■

When do we see
UltraTech hitting 100 mt
of cement capacity?

100 is actually a mirage.
We never said 100. It’s
basically about the value
that we create. I am sure we
will go beyond 100 at some
point in time.

Demand for housing is
not picking up. Is it
affecting cement
demand?

It will take eight quarters
for it to be EPS accretive.

■

Cement prices are quite
depressed. What is your
take on the matter?

Prices are very much a
product of demand and
supply. It is very difficult to
make a projection. This is an
existing plant that we are
taking over. There is no new

■

■ No. Now our focus is
completely on India. Now
the action is in India so that
focus has to be here.

When can we expect the
payments bank to start?

Special Correspondent

B.K. Birla Group may
invest more in Bengal
Cement, tyres, rayon likely to get funds

NEW DELHI

China’s electrical appliances maker Midea Group
on Thursday said it would
invest ₹800 crore in India
to set up a manufacturing
facility.
The plant, which will
come up in Pune, will be
spread over 43 acres and
become operational by end
of 2018. It is expected to
generate employment for
500 people over the next 5
years, the company said.
Andy Gu, vice president,
Midea Group, said the
manufacturing plant will
help the company accelerate its business in India and
“establish Midea as a significant player in the home
appliance market in India.”
The plant would have a
capacity to produce 5 lakh
refrigerators, 6 lakh washing machines and 10 lakh
water appliance products.

Special Correspondent
KOLKATA

Decades after making its
first investment in this region, the B.K.Birla Group
seems to be keen on infusing some fresh capital in
West Bengal where it had
sown the seeds of its industrial empire.
Group company Kesoram
Industries Ltd. (KIL) is currently exploring its options
in this regard, it is learnt.
“We are not in a position to
give any details at this juncture”, whole-time director
and chief financial officer
Tridib Kumar Das said, addressing the press after the
company’s 98th AGM.
Indications were the investments would be made in
KIL’s present lines of business — cement, tyres and
rayon. Rayon was hived off
to a subsidiary.

KIL had recently bought
back a spun pipe manufacturing unit and a heavy
chemicals unit, which it had
sold to Camden Industries
some time back.
Along with its sale of a
tyre unit in Laskar, Uttarakhand, the sale of these
two closed units, was part of
a restructuring plan.
“The two companies
were sold and bought back
for ₹400 crore, ” Mr. Das
said.

Finance costs
The company reduced its
finance costs to ₹268.9 crore
in 2016-17, from ₹677.5 crore
in 2015-16, Mr. Das informed
the
shareholders
on
Thursday.
The reduced interest burden along with cost savings
in materials helped KIL improve its margins in 2016-17.

■ Housing is one sector that
is yet to take off. It has a big
bearing on cement growth.
One is banking on housing
infrastructure development
when we do deals like this
one. I think affordable
housing needs to reach a
scale to affect demand for
cement but that trajectory is
great not only for cement
but the economy as a whole.

■ It will be sometime in July
but it will be a phased
launch.

Are you seeking a bailout
package like other telcos?

Work on coke oven plant underway at a cost of ₹65 crore

We see a policy push for
infrastructure but don’t
see things moving on the
ground?

■ Idea has made some
representation on the issue
to the government.

N. Anand

■ Some sectors are good like
roads, railways, metros,
irrigation but there is
headroom for more
development in the infra
space. Investments like this
are based on the premise of
infrastructure development.

GST rollout starts July 1...?

Grasim still gets the
holding company
discount. Right?

What’s happening in the
financial services space?

■

How much time will it
take the acquisition to be
value accretive?

At a point of time, you
were looking overseas for
acquisition in the cement
space. Is the plan still on?

China’s
Midea to set
up factory

It’s a holding company
one way but it has operating
assets. So I will call it a
quasi-holding company. I
think that the task for the
■

What’s the update on
Idea-Vodafone merger?

Merger of Idea and
Vodafone is on track and is
expected to be completed by
the middle of 2018.
■

■ GST is a structural move in
the right direction. It could
take a few months to settle
down. It’s one of another
fundamental shift and it will
make us a much more
robust economy.

■ Our financial services
business will be listed in the
middle of August and Premji
Invest has come in as value
investor valuing ABCL at
₹32,000 crore.

Srikalahasti Pipes to invest
₹80 crore in expansion
CHENNAI

Srikalahasti Pipes Ltd. (SPL)
will be expanding its coke
oven plant in the next nine
months and its power plant
by March 2019 for which it
will be investing about ₹80
crore, said a top official.
“We have committed to invest about ₹80 crore for expanding coke oven and power
plant capacity near Srikalahasti in Chittoor district,” said
G.S. Rathi, whole-time director, SPL, an associate company of Electrosteel Castings
Ltd. “We have already commenced the expansion work
of coke oven plant, costing
₹65 crore. It will be completed

Power boost: SPL is raising
the generation capacity of its
power plant to 16.5 MW.

by March 2018.”
The expansion will take the
installed capacity of coke
oven plant from 2.25 lakh

tonnes per annum to 2.75
lakh tonnes per annum. It
will commence operations during the first
quarter of 2018-19, he
said.
“Until 2002, we were
importing coke. However,
things changed after the
plant was acquired by
Electrosteel
Castings
which established the
coke oven plant. Today,
all our raw materials requirements are met fully
in-house,” he said.
Besides, SPL is also increasing the generation
capacity of its power
plant from 14.5 megawatts to 16.5 megawatts.

M ND-ND
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Mandhana guides India home
In-form opener scores unbeaten 106 as Mithali’s side registers second straight win

Kohli’s men look to
take unassailable lead
West Indies will hope for a
change in fortunes in third ODI
Press Trust of India
North Sound (Antigua)

Smith gets engaged
to Willis
MELBOURNE

Australia cricket captain
Steve Smith got engaged to
his girlfriend Dani Willis in
New York. The player
proposed to Willis at the ‘Top
of the Rock’, New York City’s
Rockefeller Centre rooftop.
Smith took to his Instagram
account and posted a picture
of the two, where Willis was
seen flaunting the ring. ANI

Classy show: Sushma Verma’s quick work catches Chedean Nation short. Right: Smriti Mandhana delighted with her stroke-play.

WOMEN’S WC
Curry to compete in
Web.com golf event
NEW YORK

Two-time NBA MVP Stephen
Curry, one of the best
shooters in basketball
history, will get to see how
he stacks up against
professional golfers after
receiving a sponsor
exemption into the Web.com
Tour's Ellie Mae Classic. The
Golden State Warriors guard,
who two weeks ago won his
second NBA title in three
years, is an avid golfer and
will add plenty of publicity to
the Aug. 3-6 event in
Hayward, California. REUTERS

Ganguly to attend World
cricket committee meeting

Press Trust of India
Taunton

Opener Smriti Mandhana
made amends for missing
out on a hundred against
England with a scintillating,
unbeaten 106 (13x4, 2x6) to
guide India to a comfortable
seven-wicket victory against
West Indies in the ICC Women’s World Cup here on
Thursday.
Chasing a modest target of
184, the Indian women won
with as many as 45 balls to
spare, courtesy another superlative performance from
the left-handed opener.
Along with the ever-dependable skipper Mithali Raj
(46), Mandhana added 108
runs for the third wicket to
shut the World T20 champion out of contest.
India was in a spot of
bother at 33 for two but with

a seasoned campaigner like
Mithali at the other end,
Mandhana went for her
shots without much pressure.

Thrilled
“I was quite nervous after 90
but Mona told me not to play
a rash shot. This knock is
special because we were
chasing and my first hundred came in a losing cause
(against Australia). Also this
comes in a World Cup
game,” said Mandhana after
the match.
Skipper Mithali was also
pleased with Mandhana’s effort as well as effort from the
spinners.
“I am very pleased with
the way the girls responded
with crucial run-outs even
though there were couple of
lapses in the field.
“A very good knock from
Mandhana. I was hoping the
seamers would utilise the

Lanning’s century
trumps Chamari’s

Former India captain Sourav
Ganguly will leave for
London on July 2 to attend
MCC’s World Cricket
committee meeting at the
Lord’s on July 3 and 4.
Inclusion of cricket in 2024
Olympics, Australian players
pay dispute and the concept
of four-day Test will be
discussed among other
things in meeting. PTI

McEnroe regrets
comments on Serena
NEW YORK

REUTERS

TV PICKS
Sri Lanka vs Zimbabwe: 1st
ODI, TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD, 11
a.m.
West Indies vs India: 3rd
ODI, Sony Six, TEN 3 & Sony
Six HD & TEN 1 HD, 6.30 p.m.

Meg Lanning.

*

REUTERS

sports bureau
Bristol

Chamari Atapattu’s brilliant,
unbeaten 178 (143b, 22x4,
6x6) won her the Player-ofthe-match award but it was
not enough for Sri Lanka
against a clinical Australia.
The team from down under won its Women’s World
Cup
match
here
on
Thursday, riding on skipper
Meg Lanning’s 152 not out.
Put in, the Sri Lankan women posted a competitive
257 for nine in the 50 overs
which their rivals overhauled with more than six
overs and eight wickets remaining. Chamari received

Chamari Atapattu.

Spinners to the fore
Earlier, the India’s spin
troika of left-arm spinners
Poonam Yadav and Deepti
Sharma, and off-spinner Harmanpreet Kaur restricted the
West Indies to a 183 for eight
in 50 overs.
Deepti (two for 27), Poonam (two for 19) and Harmanpreet (two for 42) shared
bulk of the spoils with
opener Hayley Mathews being the top-scorer for West
Indies with 43.
Shanel Daley (33) and Afy
Fletcher (36) showed some
defiance down the order taking the score to plus 180,
which at one point in time
was looking improbable.

‘Kumble-Kohli
issue was
badly handled’

KOLKATA

John McEnroe on Wednesday
said he regretted recently
saying Serena Williams would
be ranked “like 700 in the
world” if she had to play on
the men’s circuit and said he
was surprised by the
controversy his comments
ignited. “It would have been
better not to have said it. I
didn’t realise it would create
something like this. It would
have been easier to leave it.
Look, she’s a great player and
it’s apples and oranges.”

conditions after we chose to
bowl. But maybe it wasn’t
their day and the spinners
did exceptionally well to
bring us back,” the Indian
skipper said.

*

REUTERS

little support at the other
end as only two other batters managed to score in
double digits.
Australia was in control
throughout the chase with
the Sri Lankan bowlers
hardly making an impact.
Lanning’s entertaining innings came off 135 balls and
contained 19 fours and a six
which turned out to be the
winning hit.
The scores:
Sri Lanka 257 for nine in 50
overs (Chamari Atapattu 178
n.o.) lost to Australia 262 for
two in 43.5 overs (Nicole
Bolton 60, Meg Lanning 152
n.o., Ellyse Perry 39 n.o.).

SCOREBOARD

*

STU FORSTER/ GETTY IMAGES

INDIA VS WEST INDIES

West Indies: Hayley Matthews
c & b Deepti 43 (57b, 7x4), Felicia Walters c Sushma b Bisht 9
(18b, 1x4), Stafanie Taylor (run
out) 16 (42b), Deandra Dottin c
Poonam Raut b Poonam Yadav
7 (48b), Merissa Aguilleira st.
Sushma b Poonam Yadav 6
(18b), Kyshona Knight c Smriti b
Harmanpreet 5 (20b), Chedean
Nation st. Sushma b Harmanpreet 12 (21b, 2x4), Shanel Daley st. Sushma b Deepti 33 (37b,
5x4), Afy Fletcher (not out) 36
(23b, 4x4), Anisa Mohammed
(not out) 11 (16b, 1x4), Extras
(b-2, w-3): 5; Total (for eight
wkts. in 50 overs): 183.
Fall of wickets: 1-29 (Walters,
6.1 overs), 2-69 (Matthews,
18.6), 3-70 (Taylor, 20.1), 4-80
(Aguilleira, 27.3), 5-91 (Dottin,
33.3), 6-91 (Kyshona, 34.2), 7121 (Chedean, 39.6), 8-146 (Daley, 45.1).
India bowling: Jhulan 6-037-0, Shikha 3-0-13-0, Ekta 10-

2-23-1, Deepti 10-1-27-2, Mona
4-0-20-0, Poonam Yadav 10-219-2, Harmanpreet 7-0-42-2.
India: Poonam Raut c Aguilleira
b Connell 0 (5b), Smriti Mandhana (not out) 106 (108b, 13x4,
2x6), Deepti Sharma b Taylor 6
(23b, 1x4), Mithali Raj c
Fletcher b Matthews 46 (88b,
3x4), Mona Meshram (not out)
18 (32b, 2x4); Extras (b-3, w-6,
nb-1): 10; Total (for three wkts.
in 42.3 overs): 186.
Fall of wickets: 1-0 (Poonam
Raut, 0.5), 2-33 (Deepti, 7.2), 3141 (Mithali, 33.2).
West Indies bowling: Connell
4-0-23-1, Dottin 4-0-25-0,
Taylor 10-1-24-1, Daley 5-024-0, Anisa 6-0-25-0, Fletcher
4-0-18-0, Nation 1-0-9-0,
Matthews 8.3-0-35-1.
Toss: India.
Player-of-the-Match: Smriti
Mandhana.
India won by seven wickets
with 7.3 overs to spare.

A formidable India will
fancy its chances of taking
an unassailable 2-0 lead
against a weakened West Indies when the two sides lock
horns in the third game of
the ongoing five-match ODI
series, here on Friday.
India leads the rubber 1-0
after winning the second
One-Day International in
Port of Spain by 105 runs.
The opening match of the
series was rained off after
only 39 overs of play at the
Queen’s Park Oval.
In the second match, the
bowlers stifled the home
team with their impeccable
line and length after India’s
top three batsmen — Ajinkya
Rahane, Shikhar Dhawan
and Virat Kohli — delivered
the goods as it recorded its
biggest ever victory in the
West Indies.
Trailing 0-1 in the series,
the West Indies have
brought in two fresh faces —
Kyle Hope and Sunil Ambris
— for the remaining three
ODIs. Hope and Ambris re-

placed Jonathan Carter and
Kesrick Williams in the 13man squad.

Skipper on new coach
Meanwhile Kohli, at the prematch press conference,
made it clear that he will air
his views on new coach only
if his opinion is sought by
the BCCI.
When asked about his
opinion on new coach, the
skipper replied: “From a
personal point of view, I
can’t pinpoint anything or
give any details. We as a
team only voice our opinion
when asked by the BCCI,”
Kolhi said.
The skipper said that
there is a process that is put
in place and no individual
opinion matters. When the
same question was repeated
in a different manner, Kohli
was more curt.
“Suggestions are given to
the BCCI. There is no point
in saying anything out in the
open because that is for us
as a team to convey to the
BCCI as when we are asked,”
Kohli reiterated.

Get ready boys: Fielding coach R. Sridhar has a few words of
advice for the players as India prepares for the third ODI
on Friday. AP
*

Ramkumar goes down ighting

CA warns
players

Djokovic makes the last four at Eastbourne

Agence France-Presse

Agencies

Sydney

V.V. Subrahmanyam

ANTALYA

HYDERABAD

Ramkumar
Ramanathan
fought gallantly before losing 6-7(0), 6-3, 7-6(6) against
veteran Marcos Baghdatis in
the quarterfinals of the ATP
250 Antalya Open here on
Thursday.
It was the experience of
Baghdatis, which helped
him prevail over the World
No. 222. Till the final couple
of points, the lanky Indian
matched Baghdatis stroke
for stroke, hitting as many as
10 aces compared to the
Cyprot’s nine.
However, he had 11
double faults along with only
42% successful first serve,
which possibly was the only
difference between the two
players.
Meanwhile,
Novak
Djokovic overcame a spirited
challenge from Donald
Young, beating the American 6-2, 7-6(9) to claim the
first of the semifinal places
in
the
Eastbourne
International.

Cricket Australia has sent a
formal letter to warring
players officially informing
them they will be unemployed if a deal is not
reached this week in their
protracted pay dispute.

Former India skipper
Bishan Singh Bedi says that
Anil Kumble, who quit as
India head coach recently,
has not been given his due
and that he feels sorry for
the great cricketer.
“If this can happen to a
cricketer of Anil’s stature,
you can imagine the situation for anyone stepping
into his shoes,” Bedi said
on the sidelines of a private
event here on Thursday.
“Anil may not be a qualified coach, but he has the
best cricketing brain in the
country. The whole issue
was badly handled,” he
said.
“You can’t get away and
wash your hands of the
whole issue. What is the
message that we are trying
to send across,” he asked.
“It will be definitely
huge pressure for anyone
who steps in and takes over
the job now. It is not about
who the boss is on and off
the field. You may have differences of opinion, but
not different paths,” Bedi
said. “It is important to
know how it was allowed to
develop into such a sorry
state of affairs,” he said.

The results: Antalya Open:
Quarterfinals: Marcos Baghdatis
bt
Ramkumar
Ramanathan 6-7(0), 6-3, 7-6
(6); Yuichi Sugita bt Daniel Altmaier 6-3, 6-0; Andreas Seppi
bt Radu Albot 6-4, 7-6(3); Adrian Mannarino bt Fernando

Amid reports that Australia’s cricketers will decide this weekend whether
their image rights are sold
offshore, CA high performance manager Pat Howard
has warned they must seek
permission to play in other
Twenty20 leagues.
Months of bitter negotiations are coming to a head
before the current Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) expires on Friday
with players to be unemployed if there is no
resolution.

Verdasco 2-6, 7-5, 6-2.
Doubles: Semifinals: Oliver
Marach & Mate Pavic bt
Leander Paes & Adil Shamasdin
6-4, 6-4.
Eastbourne ATP & WTA International: Men: Quarterfinals:
Novak Djokovic bt Donald
Young 6-2, 7-6(9); Daniil Medvedev bt Steve Johnson 6-3,
2-6, 6-3; Richard Gasquet bt
John Isner (USA x3) 6-3, 6-2;
Gael Monfils bt Bernard Tomic

Coming
tours
to
Bangladesh and India are
also at risk along with
Ashes later in the year.

7-6(4), 6-0. Doubles (prequarterfinals): Andre Sa (Bra)
& Rohan Bopanna bt Thomas
Fabbiano (Ita) & Luke Saville
(Aus) 6-3, 6-4.
Women: Third round: Caroline
Wozniacki bt Elena Vesnina 6-1,
6-2; Karolina Pliskova bt Peng
Shuai 7-6(3), 6-4; Simona
Halep bt Tsvetana Pironkova 67(6), 7-6(4), 7-5; Svetlana
Kuznetsova bt Kristina Mladenovic 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.

With the increasing likelihood of no agreement,
some players will seek employment in foreign T20
leagues.CA has warned
players that if they sign
with competing sponsors
they will not be offered
new contracts, The Australian newspaper said.

Among the elite for 26 years… and counting!
Five-time World Champion Viswanathan Anand remains amazingly motivated, testing the new generation of computer-aided champions
Rakesh Rao
NEW DELHI

In any individual sporting
discipline, being a top-10
player in the world brings
certain bragging right with it.
More the number of participants, more difficult it is to
be among the elite.
That’s the reason why
top-10 players in tennis and
golf earn more respect, and
money, than their counterparts, say in, table tennis or
badminton.
Chess is one such sport
where players from 188 countries play competitively.
In this cerebral discipline,
the playing strength of an individual is reflected in a fourdigit rating — the higher, the
better.
Come July 1, and one of
CM
YK

the
country’s
greatest
sportspersons Viswanathan
Anand, 47, commences his
27th year in the world’s
top-10 list.
Barring four months last
year, Anand has held a single
digit ranking since July 1991.
In other words, in the past
312 months, Anand been
ranked between 9 and 1 for
308 months!

Longevity
Considering chess is a sport
where the games of the elite
players are analysed threadbare and theories challenged
with the help of computers
with mind-boggling features,
it is truly amazing how
Anand has firmly withstood
the test of time.
When Anand first appeared in the top-10 list (as

ninth), he was busy preparing to take on Anatoly Karpov in the World Championship quarterfinal match,
slated in August 1991 in Brussels.
With Mikhail Gurevich as
his first ‘second’, Anand created chances against the
former World Champion but
inexperience did him in.
Later that year, Anand
showed that he firmly belonged to the elite.
He won the strongest
event of that time in Reggio
Emelia.
In a select 10-man field,
Anand was the only player
born outside the erstwhile
USSR and won ahead of
World Champion Garry Kasparov and Karpov, among
others.
By this time, Anand made

up his mind to shift base to
Spain and this decision was
to help his career immensely.
Anand’s tremendous performances in tournaments
stood out.
With the divided chess
world battling to find a solution to the crisis that arose
when Kasparov defied FIDE,
the world body for chess,
and organised a parallel
world championship in 1993,
Anand was busy establishing
himself as a fearsome rival.
In fact, not many remember that for 12 successive
years — from July 1996 to July
2012 — Anand was ranked
among the top five players!
What more, during this
period, Anand won the
World title five times, become World No. 1 and attained a career-high rating of

2817. One factor that set
Anand apart from his peers
was the pace at which he
made his moves.

‘Lightning Kid’
Hailed as a ‘lightning kid’ in
the late 1980s, Anand enthralled chess lovers with his
awesome ability to filter out
the best from numerous possibilities that follow every
move. During one of the interviews, Anand told this
writer, “I don’t necessarily
search for the best moves.
“The moment I find a
reasonably strong move, I
make it and do the rest of the
calculations when my opponent’s clock is ticking. It
helps but it is not something
I set out to do.”
Today, time may have

robbed Anand of his oncefeared speed. But he remains
amazingly motivated, testing
the new generation of computer-aided champions.

For his sheer perseverance and persistence, not to
reinforce the consistency,
Anand stays in the league of
his own.

Viswanathan Anand... in a
league of his own.
*

FILE PHOTO BIJOY GHOSH
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Karun and Pandey to lead

IN BRIEF

Agreemeent on concurrent
running of two leagues: AIFF

India-A will play a triangular series and two four-day matches in South Africa
Special Correspondent
MUMBAI

Manish Pandey will lead India-A in a triangular series in
South Africa in July-August
and Karun Nair, who made
an unbeaten 303 against
England in Chennai last
December, will lead the side
in two four-day games.
Incidentally, the two fourday matches will be played
against
South
Africa-A
between August 12 and 22
when India is scheduled to
play a three-Test series in Sri
Lanka from July 26 to August
16. Karun played three Tests
against Australia at home
last season.
Baroda and Mumbai Indians all-rounder Krunal
Pandya and Kerala and Gujarat Lions medium pacer
Basil Thampi are in the team
for the triangular series,
while Hyderabad medium-

Kings ink record rookie
deal with Bogdanovic
SAN FRANCISCO

Serbian guard Bogdan
Bogdanovic will become the
highest-paid rookie in NBA
history after agreeing to a
three-year deal worth $36
million with the Sacramento
Kings. The 24-year-old, who
helped Serbia capture Rio
Olympic silver, was this
season’s Turkish League MVP
while leading Fenerbahce to
its first EuroLeague title. AFP

Chris Paul moves from
Clippers to Rockets
LOS ANGELES

At the helm: Karun Nair has been named captain of the India-A
team for the four-day matches in South Africa while Manish
Pandey will skipper the limited-over squad.
*
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pacer Mohammad Siraj finds
a place in both teams.
Gujarat opener P.K. Panchal, Bengal’s Sudip Chatterjee, Maharashtra’s Ankit
Bawne have been selected

Jwala in BAI
coaches panel

Point guard Chris Paul, a
two-time Olympic champion,
was traded from the Los
Angeles Clippers to the
Houston Rockets on
Wednesday in the first major
NBA talent move of the
off-season with free agency
looming on Saturday. Paul is
a nine-time All-Star who
spent six seasons with each
club and has averaged 18.7
points, 9.9 assists and 2.3
steals over 834 NBA games.

Former stars to train shuttlers in
various zones
Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

Eminent players, including
G. Jwala, Arvind Bhat and
Chetan Anand, have been
included in the coaches
panel prepared by Badminton Association of India).
While P. Gopi Chand is the
chief national coach, BAI
has selected 19 others to
coach the men’s singles
players across the country
in different zones. There are
12 others for men’s doubles
and four coaches for women’s doubles. There are 10
women coaches in the juniors’ panel, which includes
Sayali Gokhale and Trupti
Murgunde.

REUTERS

Phil Jackson and
NY Knicks to part ways
NEW YORK

Phil Jackson’s turbulent
three-year stint as team
president of the New York
Knicks ended on Wednesday
with the 71-year-old having
failed to revive the onceproud club. Jackson, a Hall of
Fame member, won a record
11 NBA titles as coach of the
Chicago Bulls and Los
Angeles Lakers. REUTERS

Coaches panel:
Seniors: Men’s singles: P. Gopi
Chand (chief national coach),
Siddharth Jain, Amrish Shinde,
Utsav Mishra, Abhijit Nammapally, Anil Kumar, Sachin Rana,
Hersen, Surender Mahajan,
Chetan Anand, U. Vimal Kumar,
Umender Rana, Dipankar Bhattacharjee, Ravinder Singh,
Arvind Bhat, Anup Sridhar,
Shrikant
Bakshi,
George
Thomas, Marcos Bristow and
Mitesh Hazarnis.
Men’s doubles: Uday Pawar,
Vijay Deep Singh, Ajay Kanwar,
Arun
Vishnu,
Suranjan
Bhobora, Anand Khare, Akshay
Dewalkar, Sanave Thomas,
rupesh Kumar, Manoj Kumar,
Surinder Kumar and Virender
Kumar. Women’s doubles: G.
Jwala, Madhumita Bisht, Pradnya Gadre and Oli Deka
Juniors: Men’s singles: Sanjay
Mishra (chief national coach),
Nikhil Kanetkar, Anshuman
Hazarika, Bahiman Borah, Venkatesh, Tanveer Gill, B.N. Sudhakar, Sudhir Singh, C.H. Kiran,
Kiran Makode, Jibi Verghese,
Antony Jacob, Shibu Gopidas,
Govardhan Reddy, G. Sudhakar
Reddy, D.K. Sen, Prem Lal,
Neeraj Kumar, J.V.S. Vidyadhar,
Abhinn Shyam Gupta, Sagar
Chopra.

van Niekerk sets 300m
World record
Usain Bolt racked up a
straightforward 100m victory
on the European bow of his
farewell season, but likely
successor Wayde van Niekerk
stole the headlines with a
World record in the little-run
300m. But Bolt won in a
modest 10.06sec.
van Niekerk clocked an
outstanding 30.81 seconds,
beating the previous World
record of 30.85sec set at
altitude in Pretoria in 2000
by American Michael
Johnson. It was the second
time the South African has
usurped Johnson, having
broken his 17-year-old 400m
World record at last year’s Rio
Olympics. AFP

G. Jwala.

*
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Women’s singles: Trupti Murugunde,
Hufrish
Nariman,
Deepthi, Sayali Gokhale, Manjusa Kanwar, Ankur Chandoka,
Nancy Tandon, Sarada Reddy,
Neelima Choudhury, Poonam
Tewari.
Advisors: S.M. Arif, Sanjeev
Sachdeva, Roshan Lal Nahar
and Ganguli Prasad.

Srikanth
in top 10
Press Trust of India
New Delhi

Riding on his back-toback Super Series
triumphs, India’s K.
Srikanth broke back
into the top 10 at
eighth in the latest
world badminton
rankings released on
Thursday. He now has
58,583 points.
Among other Indian
men, B. Sai Praneeth
has moved up a place
to 15th, while Ajay
Jayaram lost a spot to
be 16th. H.S. Prannoy
also dropped two
places to 23rd.
In women’s singles,
P.V. Sindhu dropped a
rung to World No. 5,
while Sania Nehwal
has gained a spot to be
at 15th.

for two four-day matches.
The teams: One-dayers: Manish
Pandey (capt.), Mandeep Singh,
Shreyas Iyer, Sanju Samson,
Deepak Hooda, Karun Nair,
Krunal Pandya, Rishabh Pant

Karunuday,
Prajnesh in
quarterinals

(wk), Vijay Shankar, Axar Patel,
Yuzvendra Chahal, Jayant Yadav, Basil Thampi, Mohammed
Siraj, Shardul Thakur and Siddarth Kaul.
Four-day matches: Karun Nair
(capt.), P.K. Panchal, Abhinav
Mukund, Shreyas Iyer, Ankit
Bawne, Sudip Chatterjee, Ishan
Kishan (wk), Hanuma Vihari,
Jayant Yadav, Shahbaz Nadeem,
Navdeep Saini, Mohammed
Siraj, Shardul Thakur, Aniket
Choudhary and Ankit Rajpoot.
The fixtures: One-dayers: July
26: India-A v Australia-A
(Groenkloof); July 28: South
Africa-A v India-A (Tukkies);
July 30: South Africa-A v Australia-A (Groenkloof); Aug. 1:
India-A v Australia-A (Tukkies);
Aug. 3: South Africa-A v India-A
(Groenkloof); Aug. 5: South
Africa-A v Australia-A (Groenkloof); Aug. 8: Final (Tukkies).
Four-day matches (v South
Africa-A): Aug. 12-15 (Benoni)
and 19-22 (Senwes Park).

Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

KUNSHAN (China)

The Union Sports Minister
Vijay Goel said that the government would take tough
measures for anti doping to
ensure “a healthy eco system for development of
sports” in the country.
Addressing the gathering
in a day-long conclave on
Thursday, the Sports Minister said that the time was
ripe to provide safe and
quality nutrition to the athletes in the wake of increasing cases of dope in the international arena.
The Minister said that
substandard and dope-laced
nutritional
supplements
were the major reason for
unsuspecting athletes getting trapped in dope, and
appreciated the initiatives of
the various regulatory authorities towards providing
dope
free
nutritional
products.
The collaboration of the
National
Anti
Doping

The results:
$25,000 ITF men, Kunshan,
China: Singles (pre-quarterfinals): Karunuday Singh bt Te
Rigele (Chn) 7-5, 6-4; Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Guo
Tianja (Chn) 6-0, 6-3.
$15,000 ITF men, Colombo,
Sri Lanka: Singles (first
round): Sumit Nagal bt S.D.
Prajwal Dev 6-3, 6-0; Mohit
Mayur
bt
Anirudh
Chandrasekar 6-2, 6-3; V.M.
Ranjeet bt Naoki Takeda (Jpn)
4-6, 6-1, 3-1 retd.; Sidharth
Rawat bt Nino Portales (Fra)
6-1, 6-2; Abhnav Sanjeev
Shanmugam bt Pierre Faivre
(Fra) 6-4, 6-4; Niki Poonacha
bt Philip Bachmaier (Aut) 6-3,
6-2. Doubles (pre-quarterfinals): Chandril Sood & Lakshit
Sood bt Yasitha De Silva &
Nishangan Nadaraja (Sri) 6-3,
6-4; Anirudh Chandrasekar &
Sidharth Rawat bt Sankha
Atukorale & Alex Fairbanks
(Sri) 7-6(4), 7-5; Philip Bachmaier & Peter Goldsteiner
(Aut) bt Anvit Bendre & Niki
Poonacha 6-7(3), 6-3, 10-4.
$15,000 ITF women, Anning,
China: Singles (pre-quarterfinals): Jia-Qi Kang (Chn) bt Sai
Samhitha 6-2, 6-2.
$15,000 ITF women, Sharm
El Sheikh, Egypt: Singes (first
round): Sasa Klanecek (Slo) bt
Sri Vaishnavi Peddi Reddy 6-4,
6-3; Pranjala Yadlapalli bt
Natascha Kennis (Ned) 6-0,
6-2; Kanika Vaidya bt Elina
Vikhrayanova (Rus) 6-2, 6-3;
Sitara Prabhu bt Sherry Ayad
Abd Elmalek Wassef (Egy) 6-1,
6-0.
$15,000 ITF women, Tel Aviv:
Doubles (semifinals): Estelle
Cascino (Fra) & Kyra Shroff bt
Sofia Dmitrieva (Rus) & Sadafmoh Tolibova (Blr) 6-3, 6-0.

Press Trust of India
New Delhi

The All India Football Federation on Thursday said the ILeague clubs have agreed to
the concurrent running of
two leagues this season, a
development which will set
to rest the uncertainty prevalent in the domestic circuit
at least for this year.
The development came
after the Asian Football Confederation gave official recognition to the Indian Super League by granting the
next ISL champion an AFC
Cup play-off slot. The winner
of the I-league will still participate in the AFC Champions
League qualifiers. The two
leagues — the I-League and
ISL — will run concurrently
this season.
“Representatives of the I-

Minister talks tough
against doping

Sports Bureau

Karunuday Singh and Prajnesh
Gunneswaran
entered
the
singles
quarterfinals
of
the
$25,000 ITF men’s Futures
here on Thursday.
Top seed Sumit Nagal led
a clutch of Indians into the
pre-quarterfinals of singles
in the $15,000 ITF event in
Colombo.

I-League clubs want proper scheduling of matches

Agency (NADA) and the
Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) along with other related agencies was viewed
as the best way forward to
improve physical fitness
standards in a dope-free atmosphere.
The Minister also called
all the stakeholders to have
a drive towards mass awareness about the “vicious effects” of doping.
More than catching the
doped athletes, the Minister
stressed that it was important to strengthen measures
to prevent doping.
The deliberations during
the conclave, attended by
CEO of FSSAI, Pawan Kumar
Aggarwal, scientists, nutritionists,
sportspersons,
sports federation officials,
laboratory directors and
other regulatory authorities,
is expected to “provide a
road map of regulatory
mechanism for dope free
nutritional supplements”.

League clubs met with AIFF
officials to discuss the way
forward for the I-League for
the 2017-18 season till the
roadmap for Indian football
in the medium and long
term is finalised with assistance and guidance from the
AFC,” the AIFF said in a
statement.
“The clubs agreed to the
concurrent running of ISL
and I-League for 2017-18 but
stated that the I-League must
be broadcast on STAR Sports
platform with good quality
production and proper marketing and promotion and
scheduling of matches.
They also recommended
that a task force with the ILeague clubs be set up to review the I-League on a regular basis,” it added. “They
also stated that the travel

subsidy needs to be increased and that AIFF
should also allocate a budget
for the promotion of the ILeague for 2017-18 season.”
The clubs also sought permission to register eight foreign players, out of which
two should be of Asian origin. They also want a maximum of five foreign players
to be on the field, out of
which one should be a
player of Asian origin.
AIFF vice-president and
League Committee chairman Subrata Dutta, who
chaired the meeting, said all
the recommendations of the
I-League clubs will be placed
before the League Committee whose meeting is scheduled on July 5. The final decision will be communicated
to the clubs.

AISCD seeks equality
with Paralympics
Points out disparity in awards scheme
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

The All India Sports Council
of the Deaf (AISCD) has
sought the intervention of
Union Sports Minister Vijay
Goel to equate medals in
Deaflympics on par with
Paralympics, before the departure of the Indian contingent
for
the
23rd
Deaflympics in Samsun,
Turkey, from July 18 to 30.
In a letter addressed to
the Sports Minister, AISCD
president RC Sathian wrote:
“we request your priority
attention and intervention
in the matter so as to ensure
that justice is served to the
Deaf Sports Community and
to encourage them before
the departure of the Indian
contingent for the Samsun
Deaflympics.”
The AISCD has been
pleading for parity in terms
of cash awards with Paralympics and Olympics.
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Olympics, Paralympics cash
awards for gold, silver and
bronze are ₹75 lakh, ₹50
lakh and ₹30

B

Corresponding awards are
₹15, ₹10 and ₹5 lakh for
Dealympics
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Interestingly, the ministry
treats Olympics and Paralympics on par for cash
awards, and presents ₹75
lakh, ₹50 lakh and ₹30 lakh
for gold, silver and bronze.
The
corresponding
awards for Deaflympics are
₹15, ₹10 and ₹5 lakh.
The AISCD stated it was
disappointed with the decision of the Sports Ministry
after it failed to enhance the
cash awards for the deaf, in
its revised scheme of special
awards for medal winners in
international sports events
and their coaches, amended
on June 20.

Vedika sets two National marks
SPORTS BUREAU
PUNE

Vedika Amin and Sanjiti Saha
both clocked 28.90s to create a National record in the
girls’ under-10 50m freestyle
event of the 34th sub-junior
National aquatic championship at the Shree Shiv Chhatrapati Sports Complex on
Thursday. Neena Venkatesh
of Karnataka won the bronze
in 29.86s.
Vedika continued her phenomenal
performance,
breaking the 100m breaststroke record twice in the
day. She clocked 1m 20.85s
in the heats and returned in
the evening to better it,
clocking 1:18.63.
The results: Boys: Under-12:
4x50m Individual Medley: 1.
Shaun Ganguly (Goa, 2:23.20),
2. Sahil Lashkar (WB, 2:26.02),
3. Utkarsh Patil (Kar, 2:35.66).

Sizzling show: Vedika Amin was on a roll, eclipsing two
National records.
100m breaststroke: 1. Shubhojeet Gupta (WB, 1:17.56), 2.
Surabin Reang (1:18.18), 3.
Adith Samran (Kar, 1;18,68).
50m backstroke: 1. Sahil
Lashkar (WB, 30.96), 2. Utkarsh
Patil (Kar, 32.43), 3. Sanidhya
Chouksey (MP, 33.19).
Under-10: 100m freestyle: 1.
Utkarsh Gor (Mah, 1:07.14), 2. S.
Athouba Meitei (MNP, 1:10.25),

3. Anish Swarnakar (WB,
1:10.39).
50m butterfly: 1. Utkarsh Gor
(Mah, 32.19), 2. Robin Sen (Del,
32.41), 3. Renuka Charya (Kar,
34.00).
50m freestyle: 1. Anubhav
Parashar (ASM, 27.67), 2. Mohammad Rehan Mirza (ASM,
28.53), 3. Pranjal Patra (WB,
29.21).

Girls: Under-12: 4x50m Individual Medley: 1. Sanjiti Saha
(Mah, 2:38.18), 2. Shakti Balakrishnan (TN, 2:38.62), 3.
Apeksha Fernandes (Mah,
2:40.68).
100m breaststroke: 1. Vedika
Amin (Mah, 1:18.63), 2. Apeksha Fernandes (Mah, 1:22.76),
3. Aastha Bordoloi (1:24.50).
50m backstroke: 1. Palak
Dhami (Mah, 33.11), 2. Aarya
Thakkar (Guj, 34.30), 3. Tanusmita Das (WB, 34.85)
Under-10: 100m freestyle: 1.
Jahnabi
Kashyap
(ASM,
1:07.27), 2. Ridhima Kumar
(Kar, 1:08.56), 3. Aashna Mattur (Kar, 1:08.96).
50m butterfly: 1. Rishika Mangale (Kar, 33.39), 2. Jahnabi
Kashyap (ASM, 34.24), 3. Ridhima Kumar (Kar, 35.12).
50m freestyle: 1. Vedika Amin
(Mah, 28.90), 2. Sanjiti Saha
(Mah, 28.90), 3. Naina Grewal
(HP, 29.86).
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 12047
1

2

3

4

9

6

7

8

10

11

14

17

16 Nationals held here a month
before (7)

15

18

13 In the US woman not allowed
on the radio communication
network (9)
15 State of a meal ordered loudly
(5)

12

13

16

5

(set by Arden)

19 Implement rules or construct
fence all around (7)

19

20 Bird on bird? (5)
20

21

25

22

26

28

23

24

27

21 Conlicting order on national
day (5,4)
25 Overall blue green — a lake (7)

FAITH

SUDOKU

Principle of surrender

4 She was venerated later in the
temperance movement (6)
5 Loves to wear something
wicked around neck (8)
6 Talk about the few characters,
just gossip (4,3,3)
7 Listen to story, said to be more
satisfying (8)
8 Each peak will make one sweat
(8)
14 Put off departure — is Teheran
on the boil? (10)

26 Collecting waste ish (7)

16 Cancel a short address before
opening (8)

28 Ready to enter work list, one
goes out to attack (7)

17 Potential energy blanket on
foliage (8)

29 "Cover scam, make it airtight"
one is told (7)

18 Animals gain height when sun
is farthest away (8)

■ DOWN

22 Result of devilry? (6)

29

■ ACROSS
9 Habitual criminal, a dropout
from school (7)

1 Long for a massage? Not a
seraph (6)

23 Loaf around — thing is to get
into another role (6)

11 Blunt — essentially kept
breaking rules freely (7)

2 Dirty paedophiles shied away
from war torn city (6)

24 Sound bargain — George
replaces Henry (6)

12 Wayward son gets a child to
look after going ahead (7)

3 Mark decapitated, his brother
killed him (4)

27 Had no inkling some pigs did
that (4)

10 He runs to check in two
articles (7)
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Commentators and interpreters hail Valmiki for his comprehensive handling of the principle of surrender in the Ramayana, as he clearly establishes the supremacy of Rama as the
sole refuge for the entire creation. Many devout and realised
souls such as Sabhari, Jatayu, Sarabhanga and others are
blessed and fortunate to have attained salvation in Rama’s
presence.
In a discourse, Sri V. Karunakarachariar drew attention to
the instances in the Ramayana where liberation or realisation is not directly sought for, though this goal is promised
to every individual without any reservation. The first instance is by the celestial beings led by Brahma, who seek the
refuge of Lord Narayana and the purpose is the annihilation
of the atrocious Ravana.
In the Ayodhya Kanda, Lakshmana prostrates at Rama’s
feet seeking permission to accompany Him to the forest. His
wish is to serve Rama and Sita in the forest. As Sita is beside
Rama when he puts forth his appeal, Lakshmana’s desire is
fulfilled with the divine mother’s sanction. Bharata takes
refuge with Rama, with the staunch appeal that He should
come back and rule in Ayodhya. But since Rama has already
promised the Devas that He would destroy Ravana, He entrusts His Padukas to Bharata. Bharata’s wish is not in vain
for, after fulfilling the promise to the Gods, Rama accepts
the reign of Ayodhya.
The rishis of Dandakaranya take refuge in Rama and wish
to be protected by Rama at all times. Kakasura who wrongs
Sita is granted pardon when he comes back to Rama and
falls at His feet after being refused the help he seeks from his
father, the gods, and the sages. None in the entire universe
has the ability or daring to take him in who had invited the
wrath of Rama’s arrow. But out of compassion, Rama spares
him though the wrong he has done deserves severe death.
M ND-ND
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Bravo, Claudio!
The Chile goalkeeper saves three penalties to put his side in the inal

Renjith’s biggie is
Arpinder new target!
Kerala long jumper Nayana’s rise draws attention
Stan Rayan
KOCHI

Ronaldo not to play
third-place match
KAZAN

Portugal’s captain Cristiano
Ronaldo said on Thursday he
would not play in the
Confederations Cup thirdplace match this weekend as
he would finally meet his
newborn twin boys. Hours
after Wednesday’s defeat to
Chile in a penalty shoot-out
in Kazan, Ronaldo said he had
been given permission to
miss the play-off in Moscow
to meet his new arrivals. AFP

End of the road
for Indians
TAIPEI

The Indian challenge in the
Chinese Taipei GP Gold
badminton tournament came
to an end in the prequarterfinals, with Siril Verma
and K. Sri Krishna Priya losing
to Lee Zii Jia 21-12, 21-16 and
Shou Yun Sung 22-20, 21-13
respectively in the men’s and
women’s singles sections,
here on Thursday.

Stars to gather for
Messi’s wedding

Saviour: Chile goalkeeper Claudio Bravo dived to the occasion to stop Ricardo Quaresma, Joao Moutinho and Nani’s eforts and
knock out Euro champion Portugal from the Confederations Cup on Wednesday. REUTERS, AP & AFP
*

CONFED CUP
Agence France-Presse
Kazan (Russia)

Claudio Bravo was Chile’s
hero on Wednesday as it
beat Portugal 3-0 in a penalty shoot-out in the Confederations Cup semifinals.
The Manchester City goalkeeper saved all three penalties from Portugal’s Ricardo
Quaresma, Joao Moutinho
and Nani, while Arturo
Vidal, Charles Aranguiz and
Alexis Sanchez nailed their
spot-kicks for the South
Americans.
Chile progress to Sunday’s
final in St. Petersburg to face
either Mexico or Germany.
Loser Portugal will contest Sunday’s third-place

Football and showbiz stars
gather in northern Argentina
on Friday for Latin America’s
celebrity wedding bash of the
decade when Barcelona
superstar Lionel Messi
marries his childhood
sweetheart Antonella
Roccuzzo. Pop star Shakira
and her husband, Messi’s
teammate Gerard Pique, are
expected among the 260
guests, according to media
and locals. AFP
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Frantic start
The game got off to a frantic
start which demanded early
saves from both goalkeepers.
With just six minutes
gone, Sanchez put a superb

pass in behind the defence,
which landed just in front of
Eduardo Vargas, but Portugal’s goalkeeper Rui Patricio blocked the shot.
At the other end moments
later, a low Ronaldo cross
put Andre Silva in space, but
Bravo smothered the effort
at close range.
Aranguiz twice went close
with efforts on the Portugal
goal in the opening half and
it was end-to-end stuff again
after the break.
Chile’s Vargas forced
Patricio into another reflex
save, while Ronaldo fired at
Bravo
when
Portugal
counter-attacked immediately. Then Vidal’s longrange effort went screaming
just high and wide of the
Portugal goal.

Ronaldo sent a free-kick
just over and had a shot
blocked as both sides attacked relentlessly, but the
scores remained goalless
and the game went to extra
time.
There was no let up in the
pace as Portugal’s Andre
Gomes went close while
Sanchez headed Mauricio Isla’s cross from the left just
wide of the post.
With time almost up,
Chile had a penalty appeal
turned down when substitute Francisco Silva appeared to be fouled by Fonte
in the area before Vidal, then
Rodriguez rattled Portugal’s
woodwork.
The result (semifinal): Portugal
0 drew with Chile 0 (Chile won
3-0 on penalities)

Nayana James.
*
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“I’m almost 85% close to
my best. I hope to do well at
the Asians and qualify for
the Worlds,” said the ONGC
officer.
“He is in good form, ready
for Bhubaneswar,” said his
coach
Bibu
Mathew.

Sudden improvement
Nayana James’ sudden rise
has raised a lot of eyebrows
too.
The Kerala long jumper
improved her personal best
by nearly 50cms at the Federation Cup which surprised
Bobby Aloysius, the former
Asian high jump champion
who coached Nayana for
three years till late last year.
“Yes, I was shocked with
Nayana’s 6.55m at Patiala. I
expected her to do something in 6.20 range this year
and 6.50 in probably two or

Arpinder Singh.
three years,” said Bobby.
“I don’t think she can do
something like 6.70m in future because her basic speed
is very low. That is why I
thought that she had a
brighter
future
in
heptathlon.”
But Nayana feels that
working with her new coach
Ajith Kumar suits her well. “I
feel an overall improvement,
both my speed and conversion rates have improved,”
she said.
Ajith said that he had
been working specifically on
her speed. “Her performances may have shocked
everybody but not me. I am
basically a sprints coach, so
my workouts are all speedoriented, it has probably
helped Nayana sustain her
speed and steady her
jumps,” said Ajith.

Indian women look to repeat Antwerp heroics
Uthra Ganesan
NEW DELHI

ROSARIO

play-off in Moscow.
Chile almost settled Wednesday’s match in the dying
stages of extra-time when
both Vidal and substitute
Martin Rodriguez hit the
woodwork as Portugal hung
on to take the game to a
shoot-out.
The defeat in Kazan will
be bitterly disappointing for
Portugal’s superstar forward
Cristiano Ronaldo.
The Real Madrid star had
won
man-of-the-match
awards in all three group
matches.

It was a jump that shocked
the world. What is he taking,
asked many as Kerala triple
jumper Renjith Maheswary
produced the 17.30m biggie
in Bengaluru that made him
the world’s fourth best
jumper last year and fetched
him a ticket to the Rio
Olympics.
But Arpinder Singh,
whose record Renjith broke,
was not rattled that day.
“No, I wasn’t shocked.
Anyone can do that. He just
gave a new target for me to
achieve. Otherwise, there is
no fun in this game,” said
Arpinder in a chat with The
Hindu from Delhi on
Thursday just before boarding a flight to Bhubaneswar
for next week’s Asian Athletics Championships.
Arpinder, like Renjith, is a
Commonwealth
Games
bronze medallist, having
won it at the last edition in
Glasgow in 2014, the year he
also set the national record
of 17.17m in Lucknow.
And now, after lying low
the last two years and missing the 2015 Asians and Rio,
the 24-year-old Punjab athlete is keen to get back to get
among the medals.

Less than a week after the
men finished a disappointing
sixth at the Hockey World
League Semifinal in London,
the Indian women’s hockey
team leaves for Johannesburg to try and better that.
They need to, given that
the men did not have anything at stake while the girls
would be battling for a World
Cup spot. A top-five finish
would ensure a berth even
though there remains the

Asia Cup later this year.
“But if we qualify from
here, there will be no pressure at the Asia Cup. We are
fairly confident of making
the cut at Johannesburg,”
captain Rani Rampal told
The Hindu on the eve of the
team’s departure.
“We were not expected to,
but
qualified
for
the
Olympics two years back in
Antwerp. We can do it again.
Also, we have a lot of youngsters in the side and are con-

stantly trying to motivate
them by giving our own example and the Olympics experience. It’s a high that cannot be explained. So the
younger players are excited
to do well and prove a
point,” she added.
It is this belief and excitement that coach Sjoerd Marijne will be counting on
when India takes on host
South Africa in its opening
game on July 8. Chile, USA
and Argentina are the other

teams in the pool and both
the girls and the coach believe it isn’t impossible to
win against two of those. In
fact, India defeated Chile in
the HWL Round 2 this year.
“I can do all kinds of predictions but our focus right
now is only on South Africa,”
Marijne said.
While the skills are there,
and the girls are becoming
fitter, the two areas he is concerned about are tactical
awareness and self-belief.

“Every country has its culture and I think the things we
are trying to change here are
really deep-rooted. There is a
lot of respect for others in India, and that’s a good thing,
but you can also give too
much respect and that’s
what the girls are doing.
“We speak a lot about that
but I know it cannot be
changed overnight. The best
thing to do is win against
higher-ranked teams” said
Marijne.

Ready to roll: The Indian women’s hockey team hopes to clinch
a World Cup berth in the HWL Semiinal in Johannesburg..
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